


Visit us at Booth E1 and get your 
Anthony PHC FREE Gift

Make your move. 
It’s the game you can’t lose.

anthonyphc.com
Call A-N-T-H-O-N-Y (268-4669) KS or MO

 © 2017 Anthony PHC

Offer valid through 12/31/2017. 
Cannot be combined with other offers.

Furnace Safety
Inspection

$49 
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SCHEDULE

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2
12:00 PM Doors Open
2:00 PM - 6:00 PM Gaming Slot Th2p
7:00 PM - 11:00PM Gaming Slot Th7p
Midnight Doors Close

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3
8:00 AM Doors Open
9:00 AM - 1:00 PM Gaming Slot Fr9a
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM Break
2:00 PM - 6:00 PM Gaming Slot Fr2p
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM Break
7:00 PM - 11:00PM Gaming Slot Fr7p
Midnight Doors Close

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4
8:00 AM Doors Open
9:00 AM - 1:00 PM Gaming Slot Sa9a
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM Break
2:00 PM - 6:00 PM Gaming Slot Sa2p
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM Break
7:00 PM - 8:00 PM Benefit Raffle
8:00 PM - 11:30pm Gaming Slot Sa8p
Midnight Doors Close

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 5
8:00 AM Doors Open
9:00 AM - 1:00 PM Gaming Slot Su9a
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM Break
2:00 PM - 6:00 PM Gaming Slot Su2p
6:00 PM - 7:00 PM Closing Ceremonies
7:00 PM Convention Concludes

WELCOME!
We hope to make this an enjoyable and memorable gaming convention 
for all attendees. This booklet should contain the information you 
need, but if you have questions, please ask at the registration desk.

WHAT IS MIDWEST 
GAMEFEST?
Midwest GameFest is an annual 
game convention bringing a number 
of long standing midwestern game 
organizations under one roof. The Role-
players Guild of Kansas City (Shauncon), 
Heart of America Historical Miniatures 
Gaming Society (Borderwars), and 
Gamer’s Haven Game Library have 
banded together to bring you role-playing games, historical miniatures, 
board games, card games, organized play, cosplay, workshops, game 
designers, dealers, benefit events, a used game sale and more!

WHERE IS IT?
The Stoney Creek Hotel and Conference Center is conveniently located 
in Independence, Missouri on at the southeast intersection of I-70 and 
I-470. The facility address is 18011 Bass Pro Drive, Independence, MO 
64055, and we have some great directions at our Lodging and Travel 
page. Independence is part of the Greater Kansas City Metropolitan 
Area.

ONSITE FOOD
This year McCoy’s Whiskey & Wine Bar is offering an expanded menu, 
including burgers and salad, and with great lunchtime discounts! Los 
Cabos Mexican Grill and Cantina is right next door, and Islamorada 
Fish Company at Bass Pro is fantastic. But there are many more places 
within 1 mile, so don’t fear to venture out. Snacks and sodas are 
available near the hotel desk, and hotel guests receive complimentary 
breakfast.
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WI-FI
Both the main game hall and our pre-function area at Stoney Creek 
Hotel and Conference Center will feature complimentary wi-fi. 
Network conditions will vary with the number of active users on the 
network.

EXHIBITORS
We host a number of tabletop gaming and fantasy-related dealers, 
vendors and small press game companies. Check the Exhibitors section 
for details on this year’s dealers.

LODGING
Midwest GameFest is pleased to offer room discounts at our 
convention hotel, Stoney Creek Hotel and Conference Center, located 
at 18011 Bass Pro Drive, Independence, MO 64055.

816-908-9600 Main 
800-659-2220 Reservations 
StoneyCreekHotels.com

HOW DO I GET INVOLVED?
Essentially just shoot us an email at director@midwestgamefest.org 
with your contact information and what you might want to do. See 
below for additional info:

Gaming Groups – We will have a table for flyers and other 
promotional information for area gaming clubs and conventions. 
Groups that are interested in greater participation should send us a 
message with details. Volunteer discounts are a great opportunity for 
your group or club. Details at midwestgamefest.org/volunteers

Stores – We will have a wall or table to put out advertisements and 
other promotional items for the Kansas City area and other game 
stores. Stores may contact us directly to discuss attending as a dealer, 
or to provide other support. Details at midwestgamefest.org/exhibitors

Individuals may participate as players and event organizers, 
and need not be part of a larger group to do so. Details at 
midwestgamefest.org

WHO ARE THE CONVENTION STAFF 
AND ORGANIZERS?
The convention is organized, staffed, and financed by a cadre of 
experienced volunteer conventioneers from the Role-players Guild of 
Kansas City with an advisory board made up of participating members/
organizers from the Heart of America Historical Miniatures Gaming 
Society, the Gamer’s Haven Game Library and other interested folk. 
The convention is financed by RPGKC coffers, door procedes, exhibitor 
fees and sponsorships. The RPGKC is a 501(c)(7) non-profit group of 
role-playing game enthusiasts dedicated to bringing quality gaming to 
all and educating the public about that gaming.

DOES MIDWEST 
GAMEFEST BENEFIT A 
CHARITY?
Midwest GameFest is not a charity itself, and 
neither is its parent organization the Role-
players Guild of Kansas City. However, we have 
historically provided a charity raffle benefitting 
Harvesters Community Food Network, a large community food bank in 
the Kansas City region. You can learn more about this at our Benefit 
Raffle page. Additionally, separate groups at Midwest GameFest have 
historically gathered donations for their own charity causes, such as 
Heroes of Rokugan’s annual Toys for Tots drive.

ROLE-PLAYERS GUILD OF KANSAS CITY

GAMER’S HAVEN GAME LIBRARY

HEART OF AMERICA 
HISTORICAL MINIATURES GAMING SOCIETY
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RULES

THE BASICS
Badges Required

All attendees who participate in an event must have an appropriate 
convention badge. Spectators are welcome; please see the 
Registration Desk for information. Midwest GameFest reserves the 
right to request that any guest leave the convention premises should 
staff deem with cause that the attendee’s behavior, demeanor, or 
presence negatively impacts others at the convention.

No Outside Food and Drink

No outside food and drink are allowed in the main convention hall and 
pre-funciton area. We will politely request that violators adhere to this 
policy, but repeated offenses may result in badge forfeiture.

Event Locations

Events must occur at their scheduled table/locations unless their 
relocation is approved by convention staff. Games or events may not 
be moved to private hotel rooms or other areas of the hotel.

No Wall Attachments

Flyers and advertisements for events, groups and stores beyond the 
convention may be placed on the flyer table. They may be handed 
out, but not in manner that disrupts events or suggests support from 
Midwest GameFest.

Children Must be Attended

Children under the age of 12 years of age must have an accountable 
parent or guardian supervising them. Midwest GameFest takes no 
responsibility for supervision of children, either as attendees or as 
non-attendee guests.

Only Exhibitors Can Sell Things

The selling or advertising of merchandise by non-exhibitors within the 
convention areas is prohibited. If you want to sell anything to anyone, 
you must purchase an exhibitor table or place the item in the Gamers’ 
Garage Sale. This includes individual card or game sales.

Events are Subject to Cancellation

All events are subject to substitution or cancellation without prior 
notice. We don’t plan to do this, but it is often out of our control.

No Smoking

In consideration of other gamers (and city ordinance), smoking is not 
allowed in any convention area.

HARASSMENT POLICY
Midwest GameFest is dedicated to providing a harassment-free 
convention experience for everyone regardless of, including but not 
limited to, gender, gender identity, and expression, sexual orientation, 
disability, physical appearance, body size, race, age, political/group 
affiliation, ethnicity or religion. We do not tolerate harassment of 
convention participants in any form. Convention participants violating 
these rules may be sanctioned or expelled from the convention, 
without a refund, at the discretion of the convention organizers.

WHAT IS HARASSMENT?
Harassment includes, but is not limited to:

•  Physical assault and/or battery
•  Intimidation
•  Stalking, or following
•  Harassing photography or recording
•  Sustained disruption of talks or other events
•  Bathroom policing
•  Offensive verbal comments
•  Inappropriate physical contact
•  Unwelcome physical attention
•  Advocating for, or encouraging, any of the above behavior

Participants asked to stop any harassing behavior are expected to 
comply immediately. Exhibitors in the expo hall, sponsor or vendor 
booths, or similar activities are also subject to the anti-harassment 
policy. If a participant engages in harassing behavior, event organizers 
retain the right to take any actions to keep the event a welcoming 
environment for all participants. This includes warning the offender or 
expulsion from the convention, with no refund.

Event organizers may take action to redress anything designed 
to, or with the clear impact of, disrupting the event or making the 
environment hostile for any participants.

We expect participants to follow these rules at all event venues and 
event-related social activities. We think people should follow these 
rules outside event activities too!

REPORTING
If someone makes you or anyone else feel unsafe or unwelcome, 
please report it as soon as possible. Harassment and other code of 
conduct violations reduce the value of our event for everyone. We 
want you to be happy at our event. People like you make our event a 
better place.

You can make a report any event organizer or volunteer.

Our team will be happy to help you contact hotel/venue security, local 
law enforcement, local support services, provide escorts, or otherwise 
assist you to feel safe for the duration of the event.

Legendary Rose Cosplay, photo courtesy Retro Hawk Productions
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COSPLAY POLICY
Cosplay is highly encouraged at Midwest GameFest, and there are just 
a few rules we ask our attendees to follow.

COSPLAYERS
•  No real weapons of any kind will be allowed in the facility. 

All costume-related items will be inspected at the registration 
desk each time you are admitted. Weapons are required to be 
replica or prop by design and should not have the appearance 
of a real blade or firearm. If our desk folks can’t easily tell the 
difference at a glance, it’s not allowed. No illegal or functioning 
weapons are permitted.

•  Airsoft/paintball and similar weapons must be unloaded, not 
charged with air/gas, and rendered inoperable.

•  No projectiles.
•  No partial or full nudity.
•  No pyrotechnics, smoke, fog, fire, fireworks, explosions, 

concussions, etc.
•  No dripping or oozing of fluids, confetti, or glitter which could 

create an unsafe walking surface.

NON-COSPLAYERS
•  Cosplay is not consent. Be considerate. Please ask for 

photographs and respect those instances when a cosplayer may 
be otherwise engaged.

•  Please do not touch a costume unless given express permission 
by the costume wearer.

•  No harassment of any kind will be tolerated. Not only will reports 
of harassment result in immediate expulsion from the convention, 
but Midwest GameFest will take all appropriate measures up to 
and including contacting the authorities.

•  Check our Harassment Policy for additional details.

COSPLAY RULES
•  No extreme gore. Remember, this is a family convention and 

anything considered inappropriate will be asked to change or 
leave.

•  No nudity or partial nudity allowed. All cosplays must cover 
more than a swimsuit, regardless of gender.

•  Shoes must be worn at all times.
•  If you can’t fit through a doorway you cannot wear it. You cannot 

be blocking people’s paths in the hallways.
•  All props have to go through weapons check.

PROP RULES
•  All props must go through weapons check.
•  You will be required to tag your prop. You can receive tags at 

weapons check.
•  No real weapons. No steel/real swords; or shaped metal 

objects.
•  No real firearms. Fake Guns must have something identifying 

them clearly as facsimile so that those with no gun knowledge 
clearly know it’s not a threat. We highly recommend an orange tip 
of some kind.

•  If it is a Nerf gun you cannot have any “bullets” in it, or on you.
•  Props must be able to fit through doorways and can not block 

people in the halls. Large costume pieces must be removable 
in order to walk through halls (e.g. wings, spikes, tails, chains, 
props).

BadAsh Cosplay, photo courtesy John Dowty

COSPLAY IS 
NOT CONSENT 
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FEATURED ACTIVITIES

SPECIAL GUEST RICK LOOMIS
Rick Loomis is an industry legend, perhaps most famous for his work 
on the Nuclear War Card Game and bootstrapping the play-by-mail 
industry. He’ll be running Nuclear War, selling his games, and offering 
sage advise, so don’t miss out!

NOVASTAR VR RIGS - SATURDAY!
Also new this year is Novastar Gaming’s Virtual Reality booth! It’s only 
here Saturday, so don’t miss out! Booth activities are included with 
your badge, so check out the incredible immersive experience that 
Novastar offers free of charge!

KIDS ACTIVITIES
We’ve got themed story times on the stage with special costumed 
storytellers, beginner role-playing games each slot, and more!

AMTGARD
Learn the basics of Amtgard Medieval Combat and Roleplay Saturday 
and Sunday. Training and gear will be available with demonstrations 
and events through the day.

ARTEMIS
Richard Norton brings his traveling Artemis Spaceship Bridge 
Simulator to Midwest GameFest! Artemis lets you and your team of 
players assume the roles of Captain, Helm, Science, Communication, 
Engineering, Weapon Control, and Fighter Pilot. Together, you operate 
your ship and defend the sector from invading aliens and monster 
threats.

THAT’S NO BILBO - SATURDAY!
Improv group That’s No Movie performs their latest masterpiece, 
That’s No Bilbo. Don’t miss this hilarious improvised fantasy movie!

SECTOR 37 MEGA GAME - SATURDAY!
Dont’ miss Hybrid Vigor Studio’s “Sector 37” mega game Sat, Nov 4 at 
Midwest GameFest! Up to fifteen folks try to stave off disaster in this 
space adventure that attendees will be talking about all year! Possible 
encore on Sunday if interest is there, but no guarantee!

DUNGEON DELVE
Doug Howard, Dave Berg, and their cohorts bring their Dwarven Forge 
and 3D Print Club dungeon masterpieces to Midwest GameFest and 
challenge you to make it out alive! Look at the bones!

BENEFIT RAFFLE
Midwest GameFest is holding a food drive and benefit event for 
Harvesters again this year. Help us help those in need by donating 
non-perishable foods at the registration desk. Each qualifying donated 
food item is good for one ticket at our benefit raffle Saturday at 
7:00pm!

You can also help by purchasing tickets directly at the Registration/
Will-Call desk.

About Harvesters

Harvesters is a local food bank, which is a 
centralized food collection and distribution 
facility that provides food and household 
products to agencies serving people in need. In 
2008, Harvesters distributed more than 28 million 
pounds of food and household products in our 13-county direct service 
area in and around Kansas City. For more information go to www.
harvesters.org.

RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE - FRIDAY!
Help donate blood for those in need on Friday 
afternoon from 1pm - 5pm. The Red Cross will 
provide treats to help get your blood sugar back 
up after your donation. AND... bring your donor 
paperwork to the reg desk for a FREE ticket to our 
Harvester’s Benefit Raffle Saturday night!

GAMER GARAGE SALE
The Gamer Garage Sale provides an opportunity 
for attendees to sell used games and gaming 
related items at the convention. It is open most 
of the show.

Purchasing

To purchase items, simply browse, find what you want, and take it to 
the cashier. Items are priced – no bidding required.

Selling

To sell items, fill out a Gamer Garage Sale Registration Form at the 
registration desk or our website. Provide your name, address, phone 
number, item descriptions and your price for each item. Prices must 
be in 50-cent increments. Attach a price tag and registration/item 
number on your item and place it on the sale tables and shelves. You 
may check out of the Gamer Garage Sale at any time by picking up 
your unsold items and the money for the items that have been sold; 
if you opted in to accept credit card payments, you will be paid via 
PayPal the week after the convention. A photo ID will be required. 
Please note: the Midwest GameFest will keep a 15% commission from 
your total sales. Example: if the asking price for your sold items totals 
$25.00, you will receive $21.25, as the Fair keeps 15% ($3.75). Any 
items left unclaimed at the end of the convention become the property 
of the Midwest GameFest.

Note: Where possible we will round to the nearest nickel.
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All Sales Final

All items are sold as-is, and Midwest GameFest takes no responsibility 
for any missing pieces, damaged, or otherwise undesirable items. 
There is a 20-item limit per attendee, and items must be related to 
gaming. The con staff will determine if an item, bundle of goods, etc. 
meets the requirements, and reserves the right to accept or turn away 
items that do not meet the criteria, or break the spirit of the sale. You 
must have a convention badge to sell items in the Gamer Garage Sale.

HEROES OF ROKUGAN: TOYS FOR 
TOTS DRIVE
The Heroes of Rokugan event staff will 
be collecting toys for the Toys for Tots 
program.

Any Heroes of Rokugan player who 
brings one or more toys to donate will  receive a “cert” for a free 
experience point for one character. This can be used now, or saved for 
later (maximum gained is one experience point). Midwest GameFest 
participants are encouraged to bring toys for donation even if they will 
not benefit from the experience point bonus. The standard restrictions 
apply to donated toys: new, unwrapped toys only.  There has been an 
expressed need that toys for teens are especially in demand, though 
any toys for children of all ages are welcome and accepted.

Note: If you want to ensure your experience point, be sure to 
coordinate your donation with the Heroes of Rokugan staff! 

GAMER’S HAVEN GAME LIBRARY
Midwest GameFest is partnering with 
the Gamer’s Haven Game Library to bring 
you the hottest board games, established 
classics, and hard to find jewels. The 
game library contains board games 
and card games of all kinds, from your 
basic family games like “Monopoly” and “The Game of Life” to more 
advanced titles like “Starcraft: The Board Game” and “Arkham Horror.” 
There are tons and tons of games in the Gamer’s Haven Game Library, 
as you may have seen if you attended Planet Comicon in recent years. 
The library resides at Pawn & Pint when not in use elsewhere.

Bookings

The Gamer’s Haven Game Library is even available for your own 
special events outside of the convention setting: weddings, parties, 
corporate retreats, anywhere people gather. Visit the Gamer’s Haven 
Game Library site for booking information.

http://kantcon.wix.com/gamershaven

PLAY-TO-WIN GAMES
The Midwest GameFest Play-to-Win 
program is available to all convention 
attendees that play a copy of the 
Play-to-Win games listed on the back 

cover. The winner(s) receive one copy of the game that was used for 
this program, not a new copy. It is sponsored by one or more generous 
game companies that donated a copy of the Play-to-Win game to raise 
awareness of their products.

Procedure

1)  Check out a copy of a Play-to-Win Game, when available, from 
the Game Library.

2)  Find a space and play the game.
3)  Return to the Game Library with a list of the first and last names 

of those who participated/played in the Play-to-Win game. Game 
Library staff will track participant/player entries. Note: Only one 
entry per person per Play-to-Win game during the convention.

4)  Check in copy of the game.

Winning

The Play-to-Win game drawings will take place and winners’ names 
will be posted at the Game Library on Sunday at 2:00 PM. Players must 
be present at the convention to win. If a winner’s name is posted and 
they fail to pick up their game by 2:15 PM, then a new winner will be 
selected for that game and posted.

Note: Unclaimed games will be donated to the KantCon Game Library.

List of Play-To-Win Games

Check out Envoy’s full-page ad on the back cover to see all Play-To-Win 
games available at Midwest GameFest’s.

COSPLAY CONTEST
Needless to say, cosplayers and gamers have a lot in common, and we 
seek to strengthen those bonds with our annual contest.

Sign-Ups

We have a limited number of spots. Registration for the cosplay 
contest will continue until spots are full or that Saturday at 11am.

Prizes

Midwest GameFest is offering cash prizes for the Best in Show, Best 
Beginner, and Best Advanced, as decided by our judges, as well as 
certificates for a number of other categories. If winners cannot be 
present to receive their award, the award and prize money will be 
mailed to them.

PANELS AND WORKSHOPS
There are writing workshops, panels with game designers, cosplay 
how-tos and more! Each panel is held at the stage in the Wood Room, 
near the registration desk, and lasts 30 minutes, followed by a 15 
minute Q&A, and a 15 minute break. 
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HOW TO SIGN-UP 
AND PARTICIPATE 
New players trying out a miniatures game or RPG for the first time 
should seek out demonstration games, when available.

Event hosts are usually willing to take on new players in most events, 
though a few events may require more experienced players. 

If you have questions about what game to play, please see the 
convention staff for suggestions and aid.

DO I NEED TO KNOW HOW TO PLAY 
TO ATTEND?
Absolutely not! In most cases you can learn the game when you sit 
down at the table. There may be some tournaments where more 
experience would be helpful. Demos will be available for some games, 
particularly board games.

BOARD GAMES
Scheduled Board Game Events

Any board game on the event list will start at the scheduled time. 
Show up to the table 5-10 minutes before the start time and let a 
board game judge know that you want to play. To schedule and run a 
board game at Midwest GameFest, please visit our Events page for 
details on discounts and to sign up to run an event.

Pick-up Board Games

There is a library of board games available for play at any time during 
the con. To start a pick-up game, simply check out a game (or bring 
your own) and ask around for players in the board game area. You can 
also ask staff to add a sign-up sheet for your game at the Sign-Up 
Desk. Other players may sign up. At the given time, select an open 
table and confirm its availability with con staff. The judges can also 
teach games and play along if an extra person is needed.

MINIATURES GAMES
Go to the sign-up area and add your name to the sign-up sheet of the 
game you wish to play. If the sign-up sheet for a game is full, go over 
and ask if they can fit you in anyway. Sometimes they may be able to 
accommodate you. However, you may have to wait a couple of turns 
for reinforcements to arrive.

New players – do not be put off by the size of the table or the number 
of figures. You will only be handling a small part of them along 
with the other players on your side. All you really need to know in a 
miniatures game is how far you move, how far you shoot and when 
in the turns you do each. Everything else isn’t necessary to know until 
it occurs. Game masters will be there to guide players through any 
complications that occur. After a couple of turns, you will find that you 
and the other players have grasped the game and will only need to 
turn to the game master for the oddball occurrences.

Don’t panic if you break something on the soldiers. This happens. Keep 
a hold of the broken part and tell the person running a game. They will 
put it in their repair box and the game will go on.

ROLE-PLAYING GAMES
To schedule role playing events, we use a sign-up sheet and 
marshalling system. To play in an event, go to the sign-up sheet at the 
Sign-Up table. The sheet will list a table number for the event. At the 
event’s starting time, report to the table listed. If more than one table 
is needed, the judge will send the players to the appropriate table. 
Please show up on time. You must attend the marshaling table; do 
not assume that you can get in an event simply because your name 
is on the form. The order of names on the list is the order of priority 
should there be more players than available space. Players who pre-
registered will have their names already printed on the sign up sheets 
and get first priority.

OTHER EVENTS
Attendees seeking other events should report to the area indicated on 
the event sign-up sheet prior to the event start time.
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PECULIAR GAMES AND 
HOBBIES
Special thanks to our Silver Sponsor, Peculiar 
Games and Hobbies, a great game shop that 
provides a place to purchase and play games 
both organized and casual. They have fun board 
games, role-playing games, miniature games, 
collectible and non-collectible card games. They 
have regularly scheduled events as well as open 
gaming daily. 
www.peculiargamesandhobbies.com

ULTRAPRO
Special thanks to our Silver Sponsor, UltraPro, 
the leading manufacturer and supplier of sports 
and gaming collectibles accessories, photo 
and scrapbooking albums and pages and Ultra 
Sleeves™, our line of disposable, protective 
sleeves for computer tablets. 
www.ultrapro.com

SYDNEY’S PET SPA
Whether your taking advantage of our Doggie 
Day Care, Boarding or Grooming services, your 
four-legged friend is being waited on paw to 
paw. Sydney’s Pet Spa is supporting Midwest 
GameFest with benefit raffle prize support, so 
show them your thanks! 
www.sydneyspetspa.com
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SPECIAL GUESTS 

RICK LOOMIS
Owner at Flying Buffalo 
Games

Rick Loomis is the president and 
founder of Flying Buffalo Inc, the 
oldest adventure game company 
still run by its original ownership. 
Flying Buffalo publishes Tunnels 
& Trolls, Grimtooth’s Traps, 
Citybooks, the Nuclear War card 
game, Pizza Dice, Death Dice, Lost 
Worlds Combat Picture Books, Mercenaries, Spies & Private Eyes, and 
Ace of Aces. Rick’s company was the first to commercially run play-
by-mail games. Yes, by postal mail, before the internet even existed! 
In 1972 Rick was the first person in the world to buy a computer just 
to play games, a Raytheon 704 Minicomputer with core memory. He 
wrote the first solo adventure, Buffalo Castle, for a roleplaying game 
(really the first choose-your-own-adventure book), and designed 
the expansions for the Nuclear War Card Game, including Nuclear 
Escalation, Nuclear Proliferation, Weapons of Mass Destruction, and 
India/Pakistan War. He invented a number of play-by-mail games, 
including Starweb, Nuclear Destruction, Battle Plan, and Heroic 
Fantasy. Follow him on Twitter to receive a free Death Die™.

Rick will be running Nuclear War tournaments, selling his games, 
offering sage advice, and more. Don’t miss out!

Rick’s Special Events:

• Poker and Drinks with Rick Loomis, Thursday 7pm
• Masters Class: A History of Gaming with Rick Loomis, Friday 1pm
• Nuclear War Card Game Tournament, Saturday 2pm

STERLING 
HERSHEY
Freelancer, RPGs & 
Cartography

Sterling continues his long 
association with the various 
versions of the Star Wars RPG 
as a writer and developer on 
Fantasy Flight Games’ versions, 
Edge of the Empire, Age of 
Rebellion, and Force and Destiny. Sterling previously contributed to 
the d6, d20 and Saga Edition versions of the game, as well as the Star 
Wars Miniatures Game. He is also one of the authors of the ENnie 
award winning D&D 4e Monster Vault: Threats to the Nentir Vale, and 
contributed regularly to Dungeon and Dragon magazines through D&D 
Insider and more recently to the Adventurer’s League. Sterling’s work 
can be found at sterlinghershey.com and on dmsguild.com.

Sterling’s Special Events:

•  Paranoia RPG: The New One, Thursday 7pm
•  Star Wars Edge of the Empire RPG - The Sandcrawler Gambit, 

Friday 7pm
•  30 Years of Star Wars Roleplaying Games, Saturday 1pm
•  Star Wars Edge of the Empire RPG - The Delinquent Hutt, 

Saturday 2pm
•  Numenera RPG - The Random Lands, Saturday 8pm
•  Star Wars Edge of the Empire RPG - The Sandcrawler Gambit, 

Sunday 2pm

GEORGE 
AND JUSTIN 
WESTWATER
Cosplay Guest

George and Justin are the 
brothers behind Brotherhood 
Props, a Kansas City based prop 
shop. Brotherhood Props utilizes 
various techniques to craft each 
prop to meet the unique needs of 
their collector and cosplayer customers. George and Justin share more 
than a love for creating. They’ve had a love for comics, video games 
and anime since they were kids.

JOE DIGUSTO
Cosplay Guest

Come out and meet Joe DiGusto 
from Dig Us Cosplay. Joe’s local 
to K.C. and has been a cosplayer 
for almost three years. Come say 
hi and get your nerd on! Oh, and 
grab some great cosplay prints to 
support Casey Renee Cosplay’s St. 
Jude’s fundraiser!

STARBURSTCOSPLAY
Cosplay Panelist

Morgan of StarburstCosplay is a 
Kansas City based cosplayer with 
a love of anime, video games, 
fantasy, sci-fi, and Disney. She has 
been cosplaying since 2009 and 
strives to push herself by making 
increasingly difficult cosplays from 
scratch, and her award-winning 
cosplays exhibit her attention to 
detail. The best part of cosplaying 
for Morgan is seeing other’s faces 
light up when they see their favorite characters come to life through 
her hard work or when a child races up to hug their hero.

Photo courtesy Brotherhood Props

Photo courtesy Noah Smith Images

Photo courtesy Retro Hawk Productions
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EXHIBITORS
Midwest GameFest welcomes this year’s participating exhibitors. 
Please note that hours for individual exhibitors vary from overall 
convention hours.

AMTGARD – BOOTH 23
Learn the basics of Amtgard Medieval Combat 
and Roleplay Saturday and Sunday. Training and 
gear will be available with demonstrations and 
events through the day.
amtgard.com

ARTEMIS SPACESHIP BRIDGE 
SIMULATOR – BOOTH E15
Special Guest Richard Norton brings his 
traveling Artemis Spaceship Bridge Simulator to 
Midwest GameFest! Artemis lets you and your 
team of players assume the roles of Captain, 
Helm, Science, Communication, Engineering, 
Weapon Control, and Fighter Pilot. Together, you operate your ship and 
defend the sector from invading aliens and monster threats. Richard 
brings a complete bridge solution with workstations, a main view 
screen, a joystick for the pilot, music, and more!
www.midwestgamefest.org/events/artemis

BRASS ENGINE PRODUCTIONS – 
BOOTH E08
Brass Engine Productions is a Missouri-based 
publisher of indie games and crafter of laser-
etched leather goods (maps, books, notebook 
covers, bracelets), handmade jewelry and more. 
They published their first card game, Materia, in 
August 2017 with a successful Kickstarter, and have many more in the 
works. Swing by to check things out!
www.brassengine.net

BRI PI ART – BOOTH E06
Bri ‘Pi’ Crozier is a young artist who has written 
and published several comics, including “Oddity: 
No Good Deed” and “Until Then,” and is working 
on several more. Along with comics, she enjoys 
doing concept art and painting the strange and 
beautiful things that pop into her head. She is 
currently attending the Kansas City Art Institute for illustration and 
creative writing.
www.bripiart.com

DESIGNS BY RAQUEL – BOOTH E02
Dice bags, tote bags, cinch sacs and pillows in a 
wide variety of designs including Star Wars, Star 
Trek, Marvel, DC, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, 
and more!
Etsy.com/shop/DesignsbyRaquelO

PLATINUM SPONSOR

ANTHONY PLUMBING, HEATING & COOLING – 
BOOTH E1
Anthony’s technicians are NATE-certified 
and receive ongoing training to keep them 
on the cutting edge of plumbing, heating 
and cooling technology. They’re experts 
in their field and that means you receive 
fast, accurate service whether it’s a simple 
AC repair, installing a new furnace or whole-house re-piping. 
They think that quality service and impeccable customer care are 
the least you should expect as a customer. Call 913-384-4440 or 
816-285-4440.
www.anthonyphc.com

PLATINUM SPONSOR

CRYPT MONKEY STUDIOS – BOOTH E4
Special thanks to our Platinum Sponsor, 
Crypt Monkey Studios, a publisher of 
roleplaying games, primer games, and 
card games with themes of dark fantasy 
and comedy. Check out Jack the Ripper, 
their card game of deception, confusion, 
and chaos. Jack the Ripper mixes the 
interplay of party games like Werewolf 
/ Mafia, the psychology of games like poker, and the action of 
games like your favorite collectible card game.
www.cryptmonkeygames.com

SILVER SPONSOR

PECULIAR GAMES AND HOBBIES – BOOTH E10
Peculiar Games and Hobbies is a great 
game shop that provides a place to 
purchase and play games both organized 
and casual. They have fun board games, 
role-playing games, miniature games, 
collectible and non-collectible card games. 
They have regularly scheduled events as well 
as open gaming daily. Come learn about the 
Peculiar gaming community!
www.peculiargamesandhobbies.com
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DORKY DINO – BOOTH E11
Dorky Dino is a shop run by artist Brandi Miller. 
Brandi designs cute creatures and then hand 
crafts them into various products, including 
charms, keychains, jewelry, dice bags, and 
patches. She also does original paintings and other fine arts. The 
main themes in Dorky Dino are all things cute and colorful, as well 
as references to geekery and pop culture. Many of her creations are 
inspired by tabletop gaming.
www.dorkydino.com

DUNGEON SCENE – BOOTH E22
Dungeon Scene provides the best dice, bags, 
trays, mats, and apparel for the discerning 
gamer. Come by and get ready for fun! Their 
motto: “Where anything can happen with the roll 
of the dice!”
www.dungeonscene.com

DUNGEON WALL – BOOTH E17 & 18
Dungeon Wall creates hard plastic dungeon 
tile sets and other pen and paper role-playing 
merchandise and accessories. They also offer a 
variety of other products to enhance and expand 
your gaming experiences. Come by and see what’s in store!
www.dungeonwall.com

FIRST MATE PRODUCTIONS – 
BOOTH E12
First Mate Productions provides unique, hand-
crafted art jewelry, costumes and original art 
designs. Custom orders or ready made. They 
want to help outfit you for every role you play in 
life.
www.firstmateproductions.org

FLYING BUFFALO GAMES –  
BOOTH E21
Flying Buffalo Inc, the oldest adventure game 
company still run by its original ownership. 
Flying Buffalo publishes Tunnels & Trolls, 
Grimtooth’s Traps, Citybooks, the Nuclear 
War card game, Pizza Dice, Death Dice, Lost Worlds Combat Picture 
Books, Mercenaries, Spies & Private Eyes, and Ace of Aces. Rick’s 
company was the first to commercially run play-by-mail games. Yes, 
by postal mail, before the internet even existed! In 1972 Rick was 
the first person in the world to buy a computer just to play games, 
a Raytheon 704 Minicomputer with core memory. He wrote the first 
solo adventure, Buffalo Castle, for a role-playing game (really the first 
choose-your-own-adventure book), and designed the expansions for 
the Nuclear War Card Game, including Nuclear Escalation, Nuclear 
Proliferation, Weapons of Mass Destruction, and India/Pakistan War. 
He invented a number of play-by-mail games, including Starweb, 

Nuclear Destruction, Battle Plan, and Heroic Fantasy. Follow him on 
Twitter to receive a free Death Die™. Rick will be running Nuclear War 
tournaments, selling his games, offering sage advice, and more. Don’t 
miss out!
www.flyingbuffalo.com

GAME CAFE – BOOTH E19
One of the Kansas City metro’s premier tabletop 
gaming establishments, Independence-based 
Game Cafe offers card game singles, miniature 
singles, board games, role-playing games 
and space to play them all! Game Cafe also 
offers private event space, a retro gaming arcade, sodas, snacks and 
microwavable food.
www.playgamecafe.com

HEART OF AMERICA - HISTORICAL 
MINIATURE GAMING SOCIETY – 
BOOTH E20
HA-HMGS is part of the national Historical 
Miniatures Gaming Society, helping to 
promote tabletop hobby games and miniatures 
wargaming in particular. HA-HMGS sponsors 
Borderwars, a miniatures wargaming convention 
held each May in Kansas City. A key partner in Midwest GameFest, 
HA-HMGS will be running miniatures events, selling miniatures 
supplies, and offering advice for those interested in the hobby.
www.hahmgs.org

JTP GAMES – BOOTH E16
JTP Games is a game designer local to the 
Kansas City area. They’ll be showcasing a 
variety of locally produced games for you and 
your friends and family to enjoy. Local favorites 
like “Pluto Attacks” and “Goblin Stole My 
Chicken” will be available as well as other titles. 
JTP Games is a proud member of the Kansas City Game Designers, 
and will be demoing members’ work, plus providing information on 
the group itself. KCGD is always looking for more local designers 
and playtesters. All JTP Games products are produced by The Game 
Crafter, and can answer your questions about their process and quality. 
There may also be some give aways, so come check them out!
www.jtpgames.com

KANTCON – BOOTH E14
KantCon is a family-friendly non-profit 
convention for tabletop hobby gamers in July in 
the Kansas City area, started in 2009. KantCon 
organizers work with gaming companies like 
Wizards of the Coast, Rio Grande Games, Envoy 
and other companies to generate the thousands 
of dollars in prizes handed out over the years, and this support 
continues for KantCon 2018!
www.kantcon.com
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MY 3D PRINT CLUB – BOOTH E13
MY 3D PRINT CLUB is a club-based print service 
where members vote each month on projects 
and print runs to be completed and distributed 
to members of the club. With a variety of membership options, you 
can choose an automated reward level or purchase print time to get 
custom models made and delivered to you. Check out some of their 
work at Midwest GameFest’s Dungeon Delve!
www.my3dprint.club

NEW EXPERIENCE WORKSHOP – 
BOOTH E05
New Experience Workshop is dedicated to 
high-value, low-cost fun. They strive to bring 
innovative and family-friendly games to your 
table-- without breaking the bank! Come by 
their booth to demo new and upcoming titles 
and enter to win any of several prizes! They will also be holding 
tournaments each day, so check the schedule and sign up!
www.newexperienceworkshop.com

NOVASTAR GAMING VR BOOTH – 
BOOTH 24
New this year is Novastar Gaming’s Virtual 
Reality booth! It’s only here Saturday, so don’t 
miss out! Booth activities are included with your 
badge, so check out the incredible immersive 
experience that Novastar offers free of charge!
www.novastargaming.gg

PLAY TO BEAT BRAIN CANCER – 
BOOTH E07
Play to Beat Brain Cancer is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit 
charity helping families dealing with brain 
cancer and/or brain tumors. They carry a variety 
of gaming products donated from dealers and 
manufacturers, including dice trays, metal and 
polyhedral dice, dice bags, dice boxes, board games, role-playing 
products, and more. Come by and help make a difference!
www.ptbbc.org

RODNEY HUSSMANN ART –  
BOOTH E09
Rodney Hussmann will be offering fantasy art 
prints and discussing his upcoming Kickstarter 
for Fields of War. Come see what the buzz is 
about for yourself!
www.facebook.com/FieldsOfWarMg

RPG AUTHOR – BOOTH E03
Create incredible role-playing adventures quickly 
and easily! Writing a role-playing adventure 
can be hard. Whether you have writer’s block, 
are struggling with a story, or simply don’t have enough time, it can 
frustrate and prevent you from bringing your passions to life. RPG 
Author is an adventure writing workflow and website that helps you 
turn your visions into a story! We give you all the tools you need to 
write and design a masterful story that will leave your players and 
fellow GMs in awe. Come by for a workshop and see how simple and 
fun writing an adventure can be!
www.rpgauthor.com
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Thursday at 12:00 PM
22 Renegade Games Studios Demo Board Game 4 hours Table 22 Elements Ballroo
353 3D Printing Dungeon Terrain and Miniatures Panel 1.5 hours Stage Wood Room
84 DDAL07-01 - A City on the Edge (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 35 Elements Ballroo
93 DDAL07-02 - Over the Edge (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 28 Elements Ballroo
100 DDAL07-03 - A Day at the Races (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 20 Elements Ballroo

Thursday at  1:00 PM
256 Coal Baron: The Great Card Game Board Game 2 hours Table 38 Elements Ballroo

Thursday at  2:00 PM
20 Axis & Allies Global G42 Board Game 8 hours Table 16 Elements Ballroo
183 Between Two Cities and Between Two Cities: Board Game 2 hours Table 25 Elements Ballroo
166 KC Game Designers Demo Board Game 4 hours Table 36 Elements Ballroo
214 Mission Red Planet Board Game 4 hours Table 23 Elements Ballroo
223 On Their Merry Way (Learn to Play) Board Game 1.5 hours Table 24 Elements Ballroo
230 Orléans Board Game 2 hours Table 37 Elements Ballroo
16 Army of Orkness: A 2-Bit Tower Defense Card Card Game 1 hour Table 30 Elements Ballroo
239 Gladiators: Arena Combat RPG 4 hours Table 10 Elements Ballroo
340 Masks: A New Generation RPG 4 hours Table 12 Elements Ballroo
268 Retroscape (Mysterious Military Beacon) RPG 2 hours Table 11 Elements Ballroo
276 Pathfinder 6-10 The Wounded Wisp RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 58 Metal Room
278 Pathfinder 9-01 The Cost of Enlightenment RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 57 Metal Room
359 SRM 07-01: The Deck Job RPG - Shadowrun 4 hours Table 6 Elements Ballroo
161 Character Creation Workshop Workshop 2 hours Stage Wood Room

Thursday at  3:00 PM
257 Whistle Stop Board Game 2 hours Table 38 Elements Ballroo
17 Space Jackers: A 2-Bit Space Western Card G Card Game 1 hour Table 30 Elements Ballroo

Thursday at  4:00 PM
158 Crew for Hire Board Game 3 hours Table 37 Elements Ballroo
54 Dragonfire - Demo Board Game 2 hours Table 25 Elements Ballroo
64 Scythe Board Game 4 hours Table 22 Elements Ballroo
18 Heromaniacs: A 2-Bit Dungeon Adventure Car Card Game 2 hours Table 30 Elements Ballroo
269 Retroscape (Gunk on the Tracks) RPG 2 hours Table 11 Elements Ballroo
162 Plot Your Novel or Adventure Workshop 2 hours Stage Wood Room

Thursday at  5:00 PM
85 DDAL07-01 - A City on the Edge (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 35 Elements Ballroo
94 DDAL07-02 - Over the Edge (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 28 Elements Ballroo
101 DDAL07-03 - A Day at the Races (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 20 Elements Ballroo
106 DDAL07-04 - A Walk in the Park (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 27 Elements Ballroo

Thursday at  7:00 PM
234 Concordia Board Game 2 hours Table 37 Elements Ballroo
55 Dragonfire - Demo Board Game 2 hours Table 25 Elements Ballroo
167 KC Game Designers Demo Board Game 4 hours Table 36 Elements Ballroo
215 Nexus Ops Board Game 4 hours Table 23 Elements Ballroo
19 Micro Games Collection Card Game 1 hour Table 30 Elements Ballroo
227 Shootout! The High Noon Card Game: Beginn Card Game 2 hours Table 21 Elements Ballroo
141 Dungeon Delve RPG 4 hours Table 39 Elements Ballroo
345 Noir World RPG 4 hours Table 12 Elements Ballroo
327 Paranoia RPG: The New One RPG 4 hours Table 11 Elements Ballroo
49 Torg Eternity Demo RPG 4 hours Table 10 Elements Ballroo
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Thursday at  7:00 PM (continued)
29 Heroes of Rokugan: Mantle of the Jade Cham RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 60 Fire Room
35 Heroes of Rokugan: Open Library RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 63 Fire Room
65 Heroes of Rokugan: Remote Temple RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 61 Fire Room
77 Heroes of Rokugan: Treacherous Sands RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 62 Fire Room
279 Pathfinder 7-10 The Consortium Compact RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 58 Metal Room
285 Pathfinder 9-02 A Case of Missing Persons RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 57 Metal Room
281 Starfinder 1-01 The Commencement RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 59 Metal Room
209 Shadowrun: CMP 2013-05 Dangerous Games RPG - Shadowrun 4 hours Table 6 Elements Ballroo
360 SRM 07-02: Collective Action RPG - Shadowrun 4 hours Table 5 Elements Ballroo
178 Poker and Drinks with Rick Loomis Social Game 2 hours General Area McCoy's Bar

Thursday at  8:00 PM
160 Thief's Hoard Card Game 2 hours Table 17 Elements Ballroo

Thursday at 10:00 PM
120 CCC-PDXAGE-02-10 The Dark Hunt (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 3 hours Table 41 Pre-Function Area
102 DDAL07-03 - A Day at the Races (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 3 hours Table 42 Pre-Function Area
107 DDAL07-04 - A Walk in the Park (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 3 hours Table 43 Pre-Function Area
112 DDAL07-05 - Whispers in the Dark (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 3 hours Table 47 Pre-Function Area

Friday at  8:00 AM
23 Renegade Games Studios Demo Board Game 4 hours Table 22 Elements Ballroo

Friday at  9:00 AM
216 Axis and Allies D-Day Board Game 4 hours Table 31 Elements Ballroo
233 Caverna: The Cave Farmers Board Game 4 hours Table 37 Elements Ballroo
168 KC Game Designers Demo Board Game 4 hours Table 36 Elements Ballroo
188 Photosynthesis Board Game 2 hours Table 23 Elements Ballroo
244 Playtest - "Urban Empires" Board Game 1.5 hours Table 38 Elements Ballroo
187 Spirit Island Board Game 4 hours Table 24 Elements Ballroo
2 Army of Orkness: A 2-Bit Tower Defense Card Card Game 1 hour Table 30 Elements Ballroo
182 Miniature Painting Party Miniatures 8 hours Table 1 Elements Ballroo
72 The Great Escape Miniatures 4 hours Table 7 Elements Ballroo
365 Zulu: Rorke's Drift (1879) Miniatures 4 hours Table 2 Elements Ballroo
358 D&D 5e: The Sword of Veracity RPG 4 hours Table 12 Elements Ballroo
142 Dungeon Delve RPG 4 hours Table 39 Elements Ballroo
341 Masks: A New Generation RPG 4 hours Table 4 Elements Ballroo
27 The Damaxuri Deception:A Planet Mercenary RPG 3 hours Table 17 Elements Ballroo
176 Wearing the Cape RPG 4 hours Table 10 Elements Ballroo
129 DDAL-CGB - Cloud Giant's Bargain (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 34 Elements Ballroo
86 DDAL07-01 - A City on the Edge (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 35 Elements Ballroo
95 DDAL07-02 - Over the Edge (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 28 Elements Ballroo
103 DDAL07-03 - A Day at the Races (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 20 Elements Ballroo
108 DDAL07-04 - A Walk in the Park (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 27 Elements Ballroo
122 DDEX03-12 - Hillsfar Reclaimed (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 33 Elements Ballroo
30 Heroes of Rokugan: Mantle of the Jade Cham RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 60 Fire Room
36 Heroes of Rokugan: Open Library RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 63 Fire Room
66 Heroes of Rokugan: Remote Temple RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 61 Fire Room
78 Heroes of Rokugan: Treacherous Sands RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 62 Fire Room
286 Pathfinder 9-04 The Unseen Inclusion RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 57 Metal Room
288 Starfinder 1-05 The First Mandate RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 58 Metal Room
314 SMH 2016-01: UnCONventional Warefare RPG - Shadowrun 4 hours Table 6 Elements Ballroo

Friday at 10:00 AM
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Friday at 10:00 AM (continued)
258 The Manhattan Project: Energy Empire Board Game 4 hours Table 16 Elements Ballroo
3 Space Jackers: A 2-Bit Space Western Card G Card Game 1 hour Table 30 Elements Ballroo
270 Retroscape (Fizzy Fountain Factory) RPG 2 hours Table 11 Elements Ballroo

Friday at 11:00 AM
56 Dragonfire - Demo Board Game 2 hours Table 25 Elements Ballroo
4 Heromaniacs: A 2-Bit Dungeon Adventure Car Card Game 2 hours Table 30 Elements Ballroo
228 Shootout! The High Noon Card Game: Beginn Card Game 2 hours Table 21 Elements Ballroo
354 3D Printing Dungeon Terrain and Miniatures Panel 1.5 hours Stage Wood Room
319 The Captive of Tartuga - A Pirate Love Story RPG - Online / Vir 4 hours Channel #3 Online - Roll20

Friday at  1:00 PM
179 Masters Class: A History of Gaming with Rick Panel 1 hour Stage Wood Room

Friday at  2:00 PM
217 A Game of Thrones Board Game 4 hours Table 23 Elements Ballroo
184 Between Two Cities and Between Two Cities: Board Game 2 hours Table 25 Elements Ballroo
46 Caverna: The Cave Farmers Board Game 4 hours Table 21 Elements Ballroo
150 Crew for Hire Board Game 3 hours Table 37 Elements Ballroo
44 Evolution Board Game 2 hours Table 22 Elements Ballroo
169 KC Game Designers Demo Board Game 4 hours Table 36 Elements Ballroo
243 Playtest - Empires of the Old World Board Game 3 hours Table 31 Elements Ballroo
5 Army of Orkness: A 2-Bit Tower Defense Card Card Game 1 hour Table 30 Elements Ballroo
73 The Great Escape Miniatures 4 hours Table 7 Elements Ballroo
366 Zulu: Rorke's Drift (1879) Miniatures 4 hours Table 2 Elements Ballroo
143 Dungeon Delve RPG 4 hours Table 39 Elements Ballroo
331 Dungeon Fantasy Powered by GURPS RPG 4 hours Table 12 Elements Ballroo
45 Dyin' Ain't Much of a Livin' RPG 4 hours Table 11 Elements Ballroo
342 Masks: A New Generation RPG 4 hours Table 4 Elements Ballroo
26 Size Might Matter: A Planet Mercenary Advent RPG 3 hours Table 17 Elements Ballroo
263 Star Wars RPG Adventure: Drudges' Burden RPG 4 hours Table 32 Elements Ballroo
50 Torg Eternity RPG 4 hours Table 10 Elements Ballroo
87 DDAL07-01 - A City on the Edge (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 35 Elements Ballroo
96 DDAL07-02 - Over the Edge (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 28 Elements Ballroo
109 DDAL07-04 - A Walk in the Park (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 27 Elements Ballroo
113 DDAL07-05 - Whispers in the Dark (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 26 Elements Ballroo
127 DDEX03-09 - The Waydown (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 20 Elements Ballroo
118 DDEX03-16 Assault on Maerimydra (Tier III) - RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 34 Elements Ballroo
31 Heroes of Rokugan: Mantle of the Jade Cham RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 60 Fire Room
37 Heroes of Rokugan: Open Library RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 63 Fire Room
67 Heroes of Rokugan: Remote Temple RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 61 Fire Room
79 Heroes of Rokugan: Treacherous Sands RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 62 Fire Room
282 Starfinder 1-01 The Commencement RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 54 Metal Room
290 Starfinder 1-02 Fugitive on the Red Planet RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 52 Metal Room
301 Starfinder 1-04 Cries From the Drift RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 59 Metal Room
210 Shadowrun: CMP 2013-06 Dangerous Games RPG - Shadowrun 4 hours Table 6 Elements Ballroo
163 Onward to Adventure -  Elements of Story Workshop 2 hours Stage Wood Room

Friday at  3:00 PM
6 Space Jackers: A 2-Bit Space Western Card G Card Game 1 hour Table 30 Elements Ballroo

Friday at  4:00 PM
154 Steam Engine Card Game 1 hour Table 38 Elements Ballroo
7 Zombie Rush: A 2-Bit Zombie Survival Card G Card Game 2 hours Table 30 Elements Ballroo
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Friday at  4:00 PM (continued)
42 Cosplay Craftsmanship With StarburstCosplay Panel 1 hour Stage Wood Room

Friday at  5:00 PM
339 Era of Kingdoms Board Game 4 hours Table 22 Elements Ballroo
357 Artemis Bridge Simulator Essentials Panel 1 hour Stage Wood Room

Friday at  7:00 PM
218 Age of Conan Board Game 4 hours Table 23 Elements Ballroo
231 Eclipse Board Game 4 hours Table 37 Elements Ballroo
170 KC Game Designers Demo Board Game 4 hours Table 36 Elements Ballroo
224 On Their Merry Way (Learn to Play) Board Game 1.5 hours Table 24 Elements Ballroo
8 Micro Games Collection Card Game 1 hour Table 30 Elements Ballroo
332 Munchkin Shakespeare Card Game 4 hours Table 12 Elements Ballroo
74 The Great Escape Miniatures 4 hours Table 7 Elements Ballroo
322 Warhammer 40K Demo Miniatures 4 hours Table 15 Elements Ballroo
367 Zulu: Rorke's Drift (1879) Miniatures 4 hours Table 2 Elements Ballroo
259 Cosplay Guest Meet and Greet Panel 1 hour Stage Wood Room
144 Dungeon Delve RPG 4 hours Table 39 Elements Ballroo
62 Eons, A Protocol RPG RPG 4 hours Table 13 Elements Ballroo
371 GURPS Psi Space -- Half on Delivery RPG 4 hours Table 55 Metal Room
53 Jupiter Chronicles RPG 4 hours Table 17 Elements Ballroo
346 Noir World RPG 4 hours Table 4 Elements Ballroo
325 Star Wars Edge of the Empire RPG - The San RPG 4 hours Table 10 Elements Ballroo
265 Star Wars RPG Adventure: Defending the Ben RPG 4 hours Table 32 Elements Ballroo
116 DDAL04-14 - The Dark Lord (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 33 Elements Ballroo
88 DDAL07-01 - A City on the Edge (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 35 Elements Ballroo
97 DDAL07-02 - Over the Edge (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 28 Elements Ballroo
104 DDAL07-03 - A Day at the Races (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 20 Elements Ballroo
114 DDAL07-05 - Whispers in the Dark (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 26 Elements Ballroo
119 DDEX03-16 Assault on Maerimydra (Tier III) - RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 34 Elements Ballroo
32 Heroes of Rokugan: Mantle of the Jade Cham RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 60 Fire Room
38 Heroes of Rokugan: Open Library RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 63 Fire Room
68 Heroes of Rokugan: Remote Temple RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 61 Fire Room
80 Heroes of Rokugan: Treacherous Sands RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 62 Fire Room
296 Pathfinder 8-99 The Solstice Scar RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 57 Metal Room
297 Pathfinder 8-99 The Solstice Scar RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 58 Metal Room
298 Pathfinder 8-99 The Solstice Scar RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 59 Metal Room
299 Pathfinder 8-99 The Solstice Scar RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 53 Metal Room
283 Starfinder 1-01 The Commencement RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 54 Metal Room
291 Starfinder 1-02 Fugitive on the Red Planet RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 52 Metal Room
292 Starfinder Society Quest - Into the Unknown RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 56 Metal Room
361 SRM 07-03: Special Investigation Unit RPG - Shadowrun 4 hours Table 6 Elements Ballroo

Friday at  8:00 PM
152 Thief's Hoard Card Game 2 hours Table 25 Elements Ballroo
271 Retroscape (Trouble Crops Up) RPG 2 hours Table 11 Elements Ballroo

Saturday at  8:00 AM
24 Renegade Games Studios Demo Board Game 4 hours Table 22 Elements Ballroo

Saturday at  9:00 AM
21 Axis & Allies Global 1940 Board Game 8 hours Table 16 Elements Ballroo
177 Conan Board Game 4 hours Table 23 Elements Ballroo
348 Hero Quest Charity Game! Quest 10 Board Game 2 hours Table 41 Pre-Function Area
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Saturday at  9:00 AM (continued)
171 KC Game Designers Demo Board Game 4 hours Table 36 Elements Ballroo
245 Playtest - "Urban Empires" Board Game 1.5 hours Table 31 Elements Ballroo
9 Army of Orkness: A 2-Bit Tower Defense Card Card Game 1 hour Table 30 Elements Ballroo
189 Amtgard: Combat Basics Live Action Role- 0.5 hours Arena Commons Amtgard Outdoor 
219 All Quiet on the Martian Front Miniatures 4 hours Table 1 Elements Ballroo
335 Bolt Action Winter Offensive Miniatures 8 hours Table 2 Elements Ballroo
267 Star Wars Imperial Assault: Beginner Tutorial/ Miniatures 4 hours Table 32 Elements Ballroo
323 Warhammer 40K Demo Miniatures 4 hours Table 15 Elements Ballroo
368 Zulu: Rorke's Drift (1879) Miniatures 4 hours Table 42 Pre-Function Area
145 Dungeon Delve RPG 4 hours Table 39 Elements Ballroo
372 GURPS Mutant X/X-over -- Welcome to the He RPG 4 hours Table 55 Metal Room
343 Masks: A New Generation RPG 4 hours Table 13 Elements Ballroo
273 Retroscape (Mean Streets of Delphi) RPG 2 hours Table 11 Elements Ballroo
51 Torg Eternity Demo RPG 4 hours Table 10 Elements Ballroo
130 DDAL-CGB - Cloud Giant's Bargain (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 34 Elements Ballroo
89 DDAL07-01 - A City on the Edge (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 35 Elements Ballroo
98 DDAL07-02 - Over the Edge (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 28 Elements Ballroo
105 DDAL07-03 - A Day at the Races (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 20 Elements Ballroo
110 DDAL07-04 - A Walk in the Park (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 27 Elements Ballroo
115 DDAL07-05 - Whispers in the Dark (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 26 Elements Ballroo
33 Heroes of Rokugan: Mantle of the Jade Cham RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 60 Fire Room
40 Heroes of Rokugan: Open Library RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 63 Fire Room
69 Heroes of Rokugan: Remote Temple RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 61 Fire Room
81 Heroes of Rokugan: Treacherous Sands RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 62 Fire Room
309 Pathfinder 7-01 Between the Lines RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 52 Metal Room
287 Pathfinder 9-04 The Unseen Inclusion RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 57 Metal Room
284 Starfinder 1-01 The Commencement RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 59 Metal Room
293 Starfinder Society Quest - Into the Unknown RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 54 Metal Room
315 SMH 2015-01: Friendship is Tragic RPG - Shadowrun 4 hours Table 6 Elements Ballroo
164 Seduce Your Reader - Self-Editing for Pop Ficti Workshop 2 hours Stage Wood Room

Saturday at 10:00 AM
11 Space Jackers: A 2-Bit Space Western Card G Card Game 1 hour Table 30 Elements Ballroo
194 Amtgard: Combat Basics Live Action Role- 1 hour Arena Commons Amtgard Outdoor 

Saturday at 11:00 AM
349 Hero Quest Charity Game!  Quest 11 Board Game 2 hours Table 41 Pre-Function Area
225 On Their Merry Way (Learn to Play) Board Game 1.5 hours Table 24 Elements Ballroo
13 Heromaniacs: A 2-Bit Dungeon Adventure Car Card Game 2 hours Table 30 Elements Ballroo
190 Amtgard: Battlegame Live Action Role- 2 hours Arena Battlegroun Amtgard Outdoor 
195 Amtgard: Combat Basics Live Action Role- 0.5 hours Arena Commons Amtgard Outdoor 
43 Sector 37: Plant Problems Live Action Role- 6 hours Multi-Purpose Are Pre-Function Area
60 Glue, Paints and Primers OH MY! Panel 1 hour Stage Wood Room
272 Retroscape (Generally Ghoulish) RPG 2 hours Table 11 Elements Ballroo

Saturday at 12:00 PM
196 Amtgard: Combat Basics Live Action Role- 0.5 hours Arena Commons Amtgard Outdoor 
83 That's No Bilbo: An Improvised Fantasy Movie Other 1 hour Stage Wood Room

Saturday at  1:00 PM
336 Era of Kingdoms Board Game 4 hours Table 21 Elements Ballroo
191 Amtgard: Battlegame Live Action Role- 2 hours Arena Battlegroun Amtgard Outdoor 
197 Amtgard: Combat Basics Live Action Role- 0.5 hours Arena Commons Amtgard Outdoor 
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Saturday at  1:00 PM (continued)
329 30 Years of Star Wars Roleplaying Games Panel 1 hour Stage Wood Room

Saturday at  2:00 PM
47 Castle of Magic Board Game 3 hours Table 25 Elements Ballroo
157 Crew for Hire Board Game 3 hours Table 37 Elements Ballroo
350 Hero Quest Charity Game!  Quest 12 Board Game 2 hours Table 41 Pre-Function Area
172 KC Game Designers Demo Board Game 4 hours Table 36 Elements Ballroo
185 Smash Up! Board Game 2 hours Table 29 Elements Ballroo
10 Army of Orkness: A 2-Bit Tower Defense Card Card Game 1 hour Table 30 Elements Ballroo
151 Nuclear War Card Game Tournament Card Game 4 hours Table 24 Elements Ballroo
198 Amtgard: Combat Basics Live Action Role- 0.5 hours Arena Commons Amtgard Outdoor 
220 Battles of Westeros Miniatures 4 hours Table 1 Elements Ballroo
324 Warhammer 40K Demo Miniatures 4 hours Table 15 Elements Ballroo
369 Zulu: Rorke's Drift (1879) Miniatures 4 hours Table 42 Pre-Function Area
355 3D Printing Dungeon Terrain and Miniatures Panel 1.5 hours Stage Wood Room
1 Demo/Playtest- inDUSTrial RPG 3 hours Table 17 Elements Ballroo
146 Dungeon Delve RPG 4 hours Table 39 Elements Ballroo
333 Dungeon Fantasy Powered by GURPS RPG 4 hours Table 12 Elements Ballroo
373 GURPS Bureau 13 -- Standing on a Corner RPG 4 hours Table 55 Metal Room
344 Masks: A New Generation RPG 4 hours Table 11 Elements Ballroo
330 Star Wars Edge of the Empire RPG - The Deli RPG 4 hours Table 32 Elements Ballroo
63 Tales from the Loop: The Mystery of the Dazzli RPG 4 hours Table 13 Elements Ballroo
71 Adventurers League for Inexperienced Players RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 10 Elements Ballroo
136 DDEP07-01 - Peril at the Port (Tier I, OVERFL RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 26 Elements Ballroo
133 DDEP07-01 - Peril at the Port (Tier I, Table I) - RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 18 Elements Ballroo
134 DDEP07-01 - Peril at the Port (Tier I, Table II) - RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 19 Elements Ballroo
135 DDEP07-01 - Peril at the Port (Tier I, Table III) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 20 Elements Ballroo
140 DDEP07-01 - Peril at the Port (Tier II, OVERF RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 28 Elements Ballroo
137 DDEP07-01 - Peril at the Port (Tier II, Table I) - RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 33 Elements Ballroo
138 DDEP07-01 - Peril at the Port (Tier II, Table II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 34 Elements Ballroo
139 DDEP07-01 - Peril at the Port (Tier II, Table III) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 35 Elements Ballroo
34 Heroes of Rokugan: Mantle of the Jade Cham RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 60 Fire Room
41 Heroes of Rokugan: Open Library RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 63 Fire Room
70 Heroes of Rokugan: Remote Temple RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 61 Fire Room
82 Heroes of Rokugan: Treacherous Sands RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 62 Fire Room
260 Summoner's Remorse - D&D 5e RPG - Online / Vir 4 hours Channel #5 Online - Fantasy 
310 Pathfinder 7-02 Six Seconds to Midnight RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 52 Metal Room
300 Starfinder 1-03 Yesteryear's Truth RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 57 Metal Room
289 Starfinder 1-05 The First Mandate RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 59 Metal Room
362 SRM 07-04: Do No Harm RPG - Shadowrun 4 hours Table 6 Elements Ballroo

Saturday at  3:00 PM
12 Space Jackers: A 2-Bit Space Western Card G Card Game 1 hour Table 30 Elements Ballroo
192 Amtgard: Battlegame Live Action Role- 2 hours Arena Battlegroun Amtgard Outdoor 
199 Amtgard: Combat Basics Live Action Role- 0.5 hours Arena Commons Amtgard Outdoor 

Saturday at  4:00 PM
351 Hero Quest Charity Game!  Quest 13 Board Game 2 hours Table 41 Pre-Function Area
155 Steam Engine Card Game 1 hour Table 22 Elements Ballroo
14 Zombie Rush: A 2-Bit Zombie Survival Card G Card Game 2 hours Table 30 Elements Ballroo
200 Amtgard: Combat Basics Live Action Role- 1 hour Arena Commons Amtgard Outdoor 

Saturday at  5:00 PM
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Saturday at  5:00 PM (continued)
193 Amtgard: Battlegame Live Action Role- 2 hours Arena Battlegroun Amtgard Outdoor 
201 Amtgard: Combat Basics Live Action Role- 0.5 hours Arena Commons Amtgard Outdoor 

Saturday at  6:00 PM
338 Era of Kingdoms Board Game 4 hours Table 21 Elements Ballroo
213 Cosplay Costume Contest Other 1.5 hours Stage Wood Room

Saturday at  7:00 PM
57 Dragonfire - Demo Board Game 2 hours Table 25 Elements Ballroo
352 Hero Quest Charity Game!  Quest 14 Board Game 2 hours Table 41 Pre-Function Area
241 Cards against Humanity Card Game 3 hours Table 29 Elements Ballroo
15 Micro Games Collection Card Game 1 hour Table 30 Elements Ballroo
221 Taiping Rebellion Miniatures 4 hours Table 2 Elements Ballroo
377 Benefit Raffle Other 1 hour Board Game Libr Elements Ballroo
261 Curse of the Full Moon RPG - Online / Vir 4 hours Channel #6 Online - Fantasy 
262 Delver's Society - D&D 5e - Geoquester Gami RPG - Online / Vir 4 hours Channel #5 Online - Fantasy 
311 Pathfinder 7-03 The Bronze House Reprisal RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 52 Metal Room
305 Pathfinder 9-06 The Shores of Heaven RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 57 Metal Room
308 Pathfinder 9-07 Salvation of the Sages RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 54 Metal Room
302 Starfinder 1-00 Claim to Salvation RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 53 Metal Room
303 Starfinder 1-00 Claim to Salvation RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 58 Metal Room
304 Starfinder 1-00 Claim to Salvation RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 59 Metal Room

Saturday at  8:00 PM
173 KC Game Designers Demo Board Game 4 hours Table 36 Elements Ballroo
334 Munchkin Shakespeare Card Game 4 hours Table 12 Elements Ballroo
229 Showdown! The Samurai Card Game: Art Raffl Card Game 2 hours Table 30 Elements Ballroo
153 Thief's Hoard Card Game 2 hours Table 17 Elements Ballroo
28 Heroes of Rokugan: Winter Court Shiro Kuni Live Action Role- 4 hours General Area McCoy's Bar
370 Zulu: Rorke's Drift (1879) Miniatures 4 hours Table 42 Pre-Function Area
238 Dress to the Nines! Other 4 hours Table 22 Elements Ballroo
321 D&D 5e Adventure: In Flanders Fields RPG 4 hours Table 32 Elements Ballroo
147 Dungeon Delve RPG 4 hours Table 39 Elements Ballroo
374 GURPS WWII POWs RPG 4 hours Table 55 Metal Room
347 Noir World RPG 4 hours Table 13 Elements Ballroo
328 Numenera RPG - The Random Lands RPG 4 hours Table 11 Elements Ballroo
240 Star Trek: Sinbad Mission RPG 4 hours Table 10 Elements Ballroo
117 DDAL04-14 - The Dark Lord (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 33 Elements Ballroo
90 DDAL07-01 - A City on the Edge (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 35 Elements Ballroo
99 DDAL07-02 - Over the Edge (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 28 Elements Ballroo
111 DDAL07-04 - A Walk in the Park (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 27 Elements Ballroo
124 DDEX02-05 - Mayhem in the Earthspur Mines RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 34 Elements Ballroo
123 DDEX03-14 - Death on the Wall (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 20 Elements Ballroo
211 Shadowrun: CMP 2013-07 Dangerous Games RPG - Shadowrun 4 hours Table 6 Elements Ballroo
363 SRM 07-05: A Little Wetwork RPG - Shadowrun 4 hours Table 5 Elements Ballroo

Saturday at  9:00 PM
58 Dragonfire - Demo Board Game 2 hours Table 25 Elements Ballroo

Sunday at  8:00 AM
25 Renegade Games Studios Demo Board Game 4 hours Table 22 Elements Ballroo

Sunday at  9:00 AM
174 KC Game Designers Demo Board Game 4 hours Table 36 Elements Ballroo
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Sunday at  9:00 AM (continued)
242 Playtest - "Empires of the Old World" Board Game 3 hours Table 31 Elements Ballroo
222 Star Wars Rebellion Board Game 4 hours Table 23 Elements Ballroo
232 Terra Mystica Board Game 4 hours Table 37 Elements Ballroo
75 The Great Escape Miniatures 4 hours Table 7 Elements Ballroo
61 Dread: The Curious Murder of Artemis Hume RPG 4 hours Table 29 Elements Ballroo
148 Dungeon Delve RPG 4 hours Table 39 Elements Ballroo
274 Retroscape (Monsters at Midnight) RPG 2 hours Table 11 Elements Ballroo
264 Star Wars RPG Adventure: Drudges' Burden RPG 4 hours Table 32 Elements Ballroo
52 Torg Eternity Demo RPG 4 hours Table 10 Elements Ballroo
126 CCC-CIC-04 - Best Friends Forever (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 28 Elements Ballroo
132 DDAL00-01 - Window to the Past (TIER TBD) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 34 Elements Ballroo
125 DDAL05-09 - Durlag's Tomb (Tier III) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 33 Elements Ballroo
91 DDAL07-01 - A City on the Edge (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 35 Elements Ballroo
277 Pathfinder 6-10 The Wounded Wisp RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 58 Metal Room
312 Pathfinder 7-05 School of Spirits RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 52 Metal Room
306 Pathfinder 9-06 The Shores of Heaven RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 57 Metal Room
294 Starfinder Society Quest - Into the Unknown RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 54 Metal Room
316 CMP 2016-07: World Tour - Mumbai RPG - Shadowrun 4 hours Table 5 Elements Ballroo
212 Shadowrun: CMP 2013-08 Dangerous Games RPG - Shadowrun 4 hours Table 6 Elements Ballroo
364 SRM 07-06: Windy City Chaos RPG - Shadowrun 4 hours Table 4 Elements Ballroo

Sunday at 10:00 AM
156 Steam Engine Card Game 1 hour Table 38 Elements Ballroo
204 Amtgard: Combat Basics Live Action Role- 0.5 hours Arena Commons Amtgard Outdoor 
39 Heroes of Rokugan: Open Library RPG - Heroes of 4 hours Table 63 Fire Room

Sunday at 11:00 AM
59 Dragonfire - Demo Board Game 2 hours Table 25 Elements Ballroo
202 Amtgard: Battlegame Live Action Role- 2 hours Arena Battlegroun Amtgard Outdoor 
205 Amtgard: Combat Basics Live Action Role- 0.5 hours Arena Commons Amtgard Outdoor 
356 3D Printing Dungeon Terrain and Miniatures Panel 1.5 hours Stage Wood Room

Sunday at 12:00 PM
206 Amtgard: Combat Basics Live Action Role- 0.5 hours Arena Commons Amtgard Outdoor 

Sunday at  1:00 PM
159 Crew for Hire Board Game 2 hours Table 37 Elements Ballroo
337 Era of Kingdoms - Board Game Board Game 4 hours Table 30 Elements Ballroo
203 Amtgard: Battlegame Live Action Role- 2 hours Arena Battlegroun Amtgard Outdoor 
207 Amtgard: Combat Basics Live Action Role- 0.5 hours Arena Commons Amtgard Outdoor 
375 Cosplay 101: How to Get Into Cosplay Workshop 1 hour Stage Wood Room

Sunday at  2:00 PM
48 Castle of Magic: The Castle Cursed Board Game 3 hours Table 25 Elements Ballroo
175 KC Game Designers Demo Board Game 4 hours Table 36 Elements Ballroo
235 Kingdomino Board Game 1 hour Table 22 Elements Ballroo
226 On Their Merry Way (Learn to Play) Board Game 1.5 hours Table 24 Elements Ballroo
186 Smash Up! Board Game 2 hours Table 29 Elements Ballroo
208 Amtgard: Combat Basics Live Action Role- 0.5 hours Arena Commons Amtgard Outdoor 
76 BattleTech: Get Off This Planet!!! Miniatures 4 hours Table 7 Elements Ballroo
149 Dungeon Delve RPG 4 hours Table 39 Elements Ballroo
275 Retroscape (A City Lost in Time) RPG 2 hours Table 11 Elements Ballroo
326 Star Wars Edge of the Empire RPG - The San RPG 4 hours Table 10 Elements Ballroo
266 Star Wars RPG Adventure: Defending the Ben RPG 4 hours Table 32 Elements Ballroo
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Sunday at  2:00 PM (continued)
128 CCC-LINKS-01 (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 28 Elements Ballroo
121 CCC-PDXAGE-02-10 The Dark Hunt (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 3 hours Table 33 Elements Ballroo
131 DDAL-CGB - Cloud Giant's Bargain (Tier II) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 34 Elements Ballroo
92 DDAL07-01 - A City on the Edge (Tier I) RPG - D&D AL 4 hours Table 35 Elements Ballroo
318 Den of the Rotten Kings - D&D 5E - Fantasy G RPG - Online / Vir 4 hours Channel #5 Online - Fantasy 
280 Pathfinder 7-10 The Consortium Compact RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 58 Metal Room
307 Pathfinder 9-06 The Shores of Heaven RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 57 Metal Room
295 Starfinder Society Quest - Into the Unknown RPG - PFS 4 hours Table 54 Metal Room
317 CMP 2016-08: World Tour - Singapore RPG - Shadowrun 4 hours Table 6 Elements Ballroo

Sunday at  3:00 PM
236 Kingdomino Board Game 1 hour Table 22 Elements Ballroo
180 Sagrada Board Game 1 hour Table 23 Elements Ballroo

Sunday at  4:00 PM
237 Kingdomino Tournament Board Game 2 hours Table 21 Elements Ballroo
181 Sagrada Board Game 1 hour Table 23 Elements Ballroo

Sunday at  6:00 PM
376 Closing Ceremonies Other 0.5 hours Stage Wood Room
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EVENT DESCRIPTIONS 

Note: All event descriptions and times are subject to change.

BOARD GAMES

A GAME OF THRONES
Tyrell, Baratheon, Lannister, Stark and Greyjoy compete for the Iron Throne
Host: Scott Hansen, Teen (13+), 4 hr

AGE OF CONAN
Strategy board game to build the most powerful Hyborian empire
Host: Scott Hansen, Teen (13+), 4 hr

AXIS & ALLIES GLOBAL 1940
Germany needs space! Italy wants its old Roman Empire reinstated! Japan demands 
its sphere of co-prosperity cover the Pacific! The Tripartite is ready to move. Can the 
Allies stop the onslaught of the mighty Axis forces and keep the history books as they 
were written? Pick a side! Buy new war materials! Plan your strategy! Fight! Make the 
other poor slob die for his country! Game will run from 1 slot to the next. Play 1 slot or 
play all day. This will be the 2nd Ed 1940 Global set up where some politics, treaties & 
neutrality are in play. A 2nd game could be started, time permitting.
Host: Bob Roby, Teen (13+), 8 hr

AXIS & ALLIES GLOBAL G42
Germany needs space! Italy wants its old Roman Empire reinstated! Japan demands its 
sphere of co-prosperity cover the Pacific! The Tripartite is ready to move. Can the Allies 
stop the onslaught of the mighty Axis forces and keep the history books as they were 
written? Pick a side! Buy new war materials! Plan your strategy! Fight! Make the other 
poor slob die for his country! Game will run from 1 slot to the next. Play 1 slot or play 
all day. Will be running what is called the G-42 setup on the 1940 board. Same game 
played in the A&A Global tournaments at Origins & GenCon.
Host: Bob Roby, Teen (13+), 8 hr

AXIS AND ALLIES D-DAY
The invasion is on!
Host: Scott Hansen, Teen (13+), 4 hr

BETWEEN TWO CITIES AND BETWEEN TWO CITIES: CAPITALS
We can play the base game with or without the new Capitals expansion.
Between Two Cities is a partnership-driven tile-drafting game in which each tile 
represents part of a city: factory, shop, park, landmarks, etc. You work with the player 
on your left to design the heart of one city, and with the player on your right to design 
the heart of another city. On each turn you select two tiles from hand, reveal them, then 
work with your partners separately to place one of those tiles into each of your two 
cities before passing the remaining hand of tiles around the table.
Host: Benton Winfrey, All Ages, 2 hr

CASTLE OF MAGIC
A Monster is lurking in the depths of Castle Bondi. The rulers of three neighboring 
countries journeyed to the Castle to vanquish the monster but were themselves 
devoured. When they died, the three Items of Power - a Crown, an Amulet and a Scepter 
- were lost with them. Castle of Magic is a four to six player game of intrique and 
suspense. Each player takes the part of one of 16 wizards who is trying to gain control 
of one of the three mystical items while also learning how to cast the Ritual spell which 
will either banish the monster or make him a servant. As you play, each player gains 

more and more information about the items, the spell and the other players. Find an ally 
and you can win together; find your enemy and ensure that he fails.
Host: Melissa Waltner, Teen (13+), 3 hr

CASTLE OF MAGIC: THE CASTLE CURSED
In this first Castle of Magic expansion set, Humans and Beasts, Lords and Serfs contest 
to control the mighty power of Castle Bondi. Each faction seeks to gain power for itself 
and cast the mysterious Curse against its opponents.
Host: Melissa Waltner, Teen (13+), 3 hr

CAVERNA: THE CAVE FARMERS
Following along the same lines as its predecessor (Agricola), Caverna: The Cave Farmers 
is a worker-placement game at heart, with a focus on farming. In the game, you are the 
bearded leader of a small dwarf family that lives in a little cave in the mountains. You 
begin the game with a farmer and his spouse, and each member of the farming family 
represents an action that the player can take each turn. Together, you cultivate the 
forest in front of your cave and dig deeper into the mountain. You furnish the caves as 
dwellings for your offspring as well as working spaces for small enterprises.
Host: Melissa Waltner, Teen (13+), 4 hr

COAL BARON: THE GREAT CARD GAME
Combining worker placement and hand management, Coal Baron: TGCG has players 
competing to move the most coal to complete lucrative contracts.
Host: Joe Ciccio, Teen (13+), 2 hr

CONAN
By Crom, fight evil using Monolith board game system to deal a blow against the evil 
and gain gold and glory.   The actual scenario will be updated later
Host: Wade Gregory Tripp, All Ages, 4 hr

CONCORDIA
Concordia is a peaceful strategy game of economic development in Roman times for 
2-5 players aged 13 and up. Instead of looking to the luck of dice or cards, players must 
rely on their strategic abilities. Be sure to watch your rivals to determine which goals 
they are pursuing and where you can outpace them! In the game, colonists are sent out 
from Rome to settle down in cities that produce bricks, food, tools, wine, and cloth. Each 
player starts with an identical set of playing cards and acquires more cards during the 
game.
Host: John Hinkle, All Ages, 2 hr

CREW FOR HIRE
A steampunk adventure game by Brass Engine Productions. Players take on the role 
of an Airship captain, flying around the world taking on jobs, pirating other vessels, or 
mining valuable aether crystals. The Captain with the highest Reputation at the end of 
the game is the winner!
Host: Ben Watkins, Teen (13+), 3 hr

DRAGONFIRE - DEMO
Dragonfire is a cooperative deck-building game set within the world of Dungeons & 
Dragons. Players choose from a number of races — from dwarf to elf, half-orc to human 
— while assuming the quintessential roles of cleric, rogue, fighter, and wizard. Equipped 
with weapons, spells, and magic items, players begin their adventure along the famed 
Sword Coast, then expand to other locales across the Forgotten Realms, such as Baldur’s 
Gate, Neverwinter, and Waterdeep in future expansions. Along the way, players level 
up their characters, opening access to additional equipment, feats, and more. Join the 
quest, and build your own legend!
Host: Art Schmidt, Teen (13+), 2 hr

ECLIPSE
A game of Eclipse places you in control of a vast interstellar civilization, competing for 
success with its rivals. You will explore new star systems, research technologies, and 
build spaceships with which to wage war. There are many potential paths to victory, 
so you need to plan your strategy according to the strengths and weaknesses of your 
species, while paying attention to the other civilizations’ endeavors.
Host: John Hinkle, All Ages, 4 hr

ERA OF KINGDOMS
Support some local game designers and try a new game! Do you like Catan but hate 
getting worked over by the dice rolls? Are you a fan of Dominion but looking for 
something new? Then this is the game for you! A resource management game where 
2-4 players compete to take their kingdom from the dark ages in to the enlightenment. 
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Outwit and out-plan up to 3 other players as you race to lead your people to prosperity, 
and make a few enemies along the way.
Host: Michael Erisman, All Ages, 4 hr

ERA OF KINGDOMS - BOARD GAME
Support some local game designers and try a new game! Do you like Catan but hate 
getting worked over by the dice rolls? Are you a fan of Dominion but looking for 
something new? Then this is the game for you! A resource management game where 
2-4 players compete to take their kingdom from the dark ages in to the enlightenment. 
Outwit and out-plan up to 3 other players as you race to lead your people to prosperity, 
and make a few enemies along the way.
Host: Michael Erisman, All Ages, 4 hr

EVOLUTION
In a dynamic ecosystem where food is scarce and predators lurk, your species will have 
to adapt to survive.  Traits like Hard Shell and Horns will protect your species from 
carnivores,while a Long Neck will help them get food that others cannot reach.  With 
over 12,000 ways to evolve your species every game becomes a different adventure.
Host: Bret Myers, Teen (13+), 2 hr

HERO QUEST CHARITY GAME!  QUEST 11
This is the original Hero Quest board game from 1989/90.  Play to Beat Brain Cancer 
is running quests 10-14 on Saturday at Midwest GameFest.  The 4 Hero’s will be kept 
updated throughout the day.  Play one session, and then play another one later with a 
different character, or stay for all of the sessions!
Host: Derek, Teen (13+), 2 hr

HERO QUEST CHARITY GAME!  QUEST 12
This is the original Hero Quest board game from 1989/90.  Play to Beat Brain Cancer 
is running quests 10-14 on Saturday at Midwest GameFest.  The 4 Hero’s will be kept 
updated throughout the day.  Play one session, and then play another one later with a 
different character, or stay for all of the sessions!
Host: Derek, Teen (13+), 2 hr

HERO QUEST CHARITY GAME!  QUEST 13
This is the original Hero Quest board game from 1989/90.  Play to Beat Brain Cancer 
is running quests 10-14 on Saturday at Midwest GameFest.  The 4 Hero’s will be kept 
updated throughout the day.  Play one session, and then play another one later with a 
different character, or stay for all of the sessions!
Host: Derek, Teen (13+), 2 hr

HERO QUEST CHARITY GAME!  QUEST 14
This is the original Hero Quest board game from 1989/90.  Play to Beat Brain Cancer 
is running quests 10-14 on Saturday at Midwest GameFest.  The 4 Hero’s will be kept 
updated throughout the day.  Play one session, and then play another one later with a 
different character, or stay for all of the sessions!
Host: Derek, Teen (13+), 2 hr

HERO QUEST CHARITY GAME! QUEST 10
This is the original Hero Quest board game from 1989/90.  Play to Beat Brain Cancer 
is running quests 10-14 on Saturday at Midwest GameFest.  The 4 Hero’s will be kept 
updated throughout the day.  Play one session, and then play another one later with a 
different character, or stay for all of the sessions!
Host: Derek, Teen (13+), 2 hr

KC GAME DESIGNERS DEMO
Join the KC Game Designers for a demo of one or more of our latest creations! We will 
be demoing a variety of games that we have in a finished or nearly finished state (and 
maybe show you some that are still a bit earlier in the design cycle). I guarantee that 
you won’t find these games anywhere else, so come play something new!
Host: Troy Pichelman, Teen (13+), 4 hr

KINGDOMINO
Learn to play the 2017 Spiel des Jahres winner!
In Kingdomino, you are a Lord seeking new lands in which to expand your kingdom. 
You must explore all the lands, wheat fields, lakes, and mountains in order to spot the 
best plots. But be careful as some other Lords also covet these lands... Dominoes with 
a kingdom building twist. Each turn, connect a new domino to your existing kingdom, 
making sure at least one of its sides connects to a matching terrain type already in 
play. The game mechanics for obtaining the tiles is clever: the order of who picks first 
depends on which tile was previously chosen. Make sure to secure tiles with crowns- 

these royal treasures help to multiply the worth of your kingdom at the end of the game! 
The game ends when each player has completed a 5x5 grid, and then points are counted 
based on number of connecting tiles and crowns.
Host: Sarah Winfrey, All Ages, 1 hr

KINGDOMINO TOURNAMENT
Win a copy the 2017 Spiel des Jahres game! All participants will also receive a promo 
castle for the game. We will play up to 3 preliminary rounds depending on the number 
of participants, with the top finishers advancing to the semifinals, and the top 2 from 
each semifinal advancing to the finals. The winner of the finals will receive a copy of the 
game. Prizes provided by Blue Orange games.
Host: Sarah Winfrey, All Ages, 2 hr

MISSION RED PLANET
The year is 1888 and the race is on to exploit Mars, the Red Planet
Host: Scott Hansen, Teen (13+), 4 hr

NEXUS OPS
Mining the riches of a distant planet, but the mine is only so big, there is bound to be 
conflict.
Host: Scott Hansen, Teen (13+), 4 hr

ON THEIR MERRY WAY (LEARN TO PLAY)
Play as a band of Robin’s Merry Men, setting traps for the merchants travelling the trails 
through Sherwood forest! Undercut your opponents and guide the merchants into your 
own traps to make the most profit, but watch out for the guards who want to smash your 
carefully laid plans!
Learn to play the upcoming hit from New Experience Workshop, runner-up for Most 
Innovative Game at the Boston Festival of Indie Games.
Host: New Experience Workshop, Teen (13+), 1.5 hr

ORLÉANS
In the city of Orléans and the area of the Loire, you can take trade trips to other cities 
to acquire coveted goods and build trading posts. You need followers and their abilities 
to expand your dominance by putting them to work as traders, builders, and scientists. 
Knights expand your scope of action and secure your mercantile expeditions. Craftsmen 
build trading stations and tools to facilitate work. Scholars make progress in science, 
and last but not least it cannot hurt to get active in monasteries since with monks on 
your side you are much less likely to fall prey to fate.
Host: John Hinkle, All Ages, 2 hr

PHOTOSYNTHESIS
The sun shines brightly on the canopy of the forest, and the trees use this wonderful 
energy to grow and develop their beautiful foliage. Sow your crops wisely and the 
shadows of your growing trees could slow your opponents down, but don’t forget that 
the sun revolves around the forest. Welcome to the world of Photosynthesis, the green 
strategy board game!
Host: Sarah Winfrey, All Ages, 2 hr

PLAYTEST - “EMPIRES OF THE OLD WORLD”
In the world before nations, there was competition for land and the people therein. 
People and animals formed the workforce, and industrialization was nowhere to 
be seen. The borders of empires were wherever one could hold them. But beware 
complacency, for your opponents are ever vigilant. In the world after Risk, we’ve learned 
to make better and more stimulating war games. Less depth than Axis & Allies, but 
much more than basic Risk. Come and play a light war game, easy enough to learn in 10 
minutes but strategic enough to feel like you’ve earned your victory.
Host: Zachary Thorp, Preteen (8+), 3 hr

PLAYTEST - “URBAN EMPIRES”
In geographic theory, it has long been observed that cities and industrial clusters hold 
more weight that the nations surrounding them. In the world of modern finance and easy 
transportation, this is especially true. Come and build your new corporate empire in the 
growing cities of the world, seizing a store of the growing industries of the future. No 
one knows what places or investments will pay off, but that’s no reason not to try to 
make a staggering profit. Come and be the new Walmart of the world.
Host: Zachary Thorp, Preteen (8+), 1.5 hr

PLAYTEST - EMPIRES OF THE OLD WORLD
In the world before nations, there was competition for land and the people therein. 
People and animals formed the workforce, and industrialization was nowhere to 
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be seen. The borders of empires were wherever one could hold them. But beware 
complacency, for your opponents are ever vigilant. In the world after Risk, we’ve learned 
to make better and more stimulating war games. Less depth than Axis & Allies, but 
much more than basic Risk. Come and play a light war game, easy enough to learn in 10 
minutes but strategic enough to feel like you’ve earned your victory.
Host: Zachary Thorp, Preteen (8+), 3 hr

RENEGADE GAMES STUDIOS DEMO
Come check out some of the newest and hottest titles of games that Renegade Games 
Studios has been putting out.  We will have demos of the following games:
The Fox in the Forest, Sentient, Atlas: Enchanted Lands, Clank! with Sunken Treasures 
expansion, Snow Tails, Lanterns with expansion, and others! Come by to learn about a 
game or even get in on a full playthrough of the game.
Host: Lance Friday, All Ages, 4 hr

SAGRADA
Draft dice and use the tools-of-the-trade in Sagrada to carefully construct your stained 
glass window masterpiece. In more detail, each player builds a stained glass window 
by building up a grid of dice on their player board. Each board has some restrictions 
on which color or shade (value) of die can be placed there. Dice of the same shade or 
color may never be placed next to each other. Dice are drafted in player order, with the 
start player rotating each round, snaking back around after the last player drafts two 
dice. Scoring is variable per game based on achieving various patterns and varieties of 
placement...as well as bonus points for dark shades of a particular hidden goal color.
Host: Sarah Winfrey, All Ages, 1 hr

SCYTHE
Scythe is an engine-building game set in an alternate-history 1920s period. It is a time 
of farming and war, broken hearts and rusted gears, innovation and valor. In Scythe, 
each player represents a character from one of five factions of Eastern Europe who are 
attempting to earn their fortune and claim their faction’s stake in the land around the 
mysterious Factory. Players conquer territory, enlist new recruits, reap resources, gain 
villagers, build structures, and activate monstrous mechs.
Host: Wade Gregory Tripp, All Ages, 4 hr

SMASH UP!
I will have my Big Geeky Box with all of the expansions to choose from, including the 
2017 Big In Japan and What Were We Thinking? expansions. The “shufflebuilding” 
game Smash Up starts with a simple premise: Take the twenty-card decks of two 
factions, shuffle them into a forty-card deck, then compete to smash more Bases than 
your opponents! Each faction brings a different game mechanism into play – pirates 
move cards, zombies bring cards back from the discard pile, dinosaurs have huge power 
– and every combination of factions brings a different play experience.
Host: Benton Winfrey, All Ages, 2 hr

SPIRIT ISLAND
Spirit Island is a complex and thematic cooperative game about defending your island 
home from colonizing Invaders. Players are different spirits of the land, each with its 
own unique elemental powers.
Host: Sarah Winfrey, Teen (13+), 4 hr

STAR WARS REBELLION
The Empire struggles to find the rebel base while crushing resistance wherever found.
Host: Scott Hansen, Teen (13+), 4 hr

TERRA MYSTICA
Terra Mystica is a game with very little luck that rewards strategic planning. Each 
player governs one of the 14 groups. With subtlety and craft, the player must attempt to 
rule as great an area as possible and to develop that group’s skills. There are also four 
religious cults in which you can progress. To do all that, each group has special skills 
and abilities.
Host: John Hinkle, All Ages, 4 hr

THE MANHATTAN PROJECT: ENERGY EMPIRE
Energy Empire uses worker placement, tableau-building, and resource management 
mechanics.  Each player takes control of a nation struggling for power in the latter part 
of the 20th century. They build up their nation’s industry, commerce, and government by 
acquiring resources, building structures, and tapping sources of energy.

Host: Joe Ciccio, Teen (13+), 4 hr

WHISTLE STOP
Whistle Stop is a new twist on pick-up-and-deliver games. As players move their trains 
west and pick up goods, they can deliver those goods to small towns to gain shares in 
railroads, or hold on to them for a bigger payout when they reach the west coast. At the 
same time, they try to optimize their actions (and gain extra ones), lay down new track 
tiles, block the other players, gather and use valuable whistles for special moves and 
abilities, and carefully manage their coal resources.
Host: Joe Ciccio, Teen (13+), 2 hr

CARD GAMES

ARMY OF ORKNESS: A 2-BIT TOWER DEFENSE CARD GAME 
(DEMO/PLAYE
Army of Orkness is a fantasy themed trick taking, tower defense cooperative card game 
for 2-4 players. The Orcs have gathered outside the Castle and the Heroes must defend 
it any way they can be it by sword, crossbow, spell, or potion.
Host: Don Scurlock, All Ages, 1 hr

ARMY OF ORKNESS: A 2-BIT TOWER DEFENSE CARD GAME 
(DEMO/PLAYT
Army of Orkness is a fantasy themed trick taking, tower defense cooperative card game 
for 2-4 players. The Orcs have gathered outside the Castle and the Heroes must defend 
it any way they can be it by sword, crossbow, spell, or potion.
Host: Don Scurlock, All Ages, 1 hr

CARDS AGAINST HUMANITY
You know what it is.  You know it’s terrible.  You know YOU’RE terrible for playing it.  But 
you can’t resist!   Cards Against Humanity, a game similar to Apples to Apples, except 
that it requires a actual sense of humor.
Host: Brian beal, Adult (18+), 3 hr

HEROMANIACS: A 2-BIT DUNGEON ADVENTURE CARD GAME 
(DEMO/PLAYT
Heromaniacs (2-Bit Adventure) is a standalone light-hearted fantasy themed dungeon 
crawling card game for 2-4 players. The goal is very simple: be the first player to get 
from Level 1 of the dungeon all the way up to and out of Level 5 and save the Princess. 
To do that, players must band together their 2-bit Heroes, slay the 2-bit monsters, and 
collect valuable EXP to advance through the 2-bit dungeon. But take heed retro rescuers 
of royalty…for the Heroes, and the Monsters can all change at any moment without 
warning. Do you have what it takes to be a 2-bit adventurer?
Host: Don Scurlock, All Ages, 2 hr

MICRO GAMES COLLECTION
Ice Fox: A Diamond Heist Micro Game (2 players): Ice Fox is a diamond heist theme 
card laying 18-card micro game where one player is the international diamond thief, Ice 
Fox, while the other player is the Guard trying to capture him and protect the diamonds.  
Steam Ghost: A Ghost Hunting Micro Game (2-3 players): Steam Ghost is a steampunk 
inspired ghost hunting asymmetrical deduction 18-card micro card where one player 
is The Clocksmith Wizard trying to destroy the town with his “steam ghost” machines, 
while the other players try to uncover their identities. 
Intrepid Adventures: A 1930’s Serials Micro Card Game (2 players): Intrepid 
Adventures is a jungle adventure 18 card micro game where players are adventurers of 
the 1930’s serials searching for lost artifacts in the jungle.
Time Riders: A Time Track Card Drafting Micro Game (2 players): Players are Time 
Riders searching through time looking for items to make the best possible scoring 
combinations.
Host: Don Scurlock, All Ages, 1 hr

MUNCHKIN SHAKESPEARE
The pen is mightier that the sword. If you have a big enough pen. Take in hand thy blade. 
Battle every enemy thou meetest. Foully betray thy companions, make off with their 
treasure. It’s Munchkin, Shakespeare-style.
Host: Bob Gilson, Preteen (8+), 4 hr
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NUCLEAR WAR CARD GAME TOURNAMENT
A humorous card game with a tongue-in-cheek view of international diplomacy, 
propaganda, and finally: nuclear holocaust! The card game where sometimes everyone 
dies and no one wins. Fast, silly, and fun. Come join Rick Loomis’ tournament. Rules 
will be taught. Prizes will be given. And maybe you will win the coveted “We all died” 
button! Gaming legend Rick Loomis hosts a tournament for his world-famous Nuclear 
War Card Game. Rick is the president and founder of Flying Buffalo Inc, the oldest 
adventure game company still run by its original ownership. Flying Buffalo publishes 
Tunnels & Trolls, Grimtooth’s Traps, Citybooks, the Nuclear War card game, Pizza Dice, 
Death Dice, Lost Worlds Combat Picture Books, Mercenaries, Spies & Private Eyes, and 
Ace of Aces.
Host: Brian beal, Teen (13+), 4 hr

SHOOTOUT! THE HIGH NOON CARD GAME: BEGINNER 
TOURNAMENT
In this fast-playing game of wits and luck you must build the best hand possible, read 
your opponents, and come out on top in every showdown to be victorious! Prizes will 
be given for 1st and 2nd place, but 1 in 6 entrants will be randomly selected to receive 
prizes as well!
Dropping by the New Experience Workshop booth beforehand to learn how to play is 
recommended, but not required.
Host: New Experience Workshop, Preteen (8+), 2 hr

SHOWDOWN! THE SAMURAI CARD GAME: ART RAFFLE 
TOURNAMENT
Showdown! is the spiritual successor to Shootout! the High Noon Card Game and offers 
the same fast-paced dueling action, this time in a world of honorable Samurai and fierce 
Shogun! The winner of this event will get an original piece of artwork used in the actual 
game of their choosing, plus other great prizes for 1st and 2nd place! Open only to those 
who have entered the Showdown! Art Raffle, ask the New Experience Workshop booth 
for more details.
Host: New Experience Workshop, Preteen (8+), 2 hr

SPACE JACKERS: A 2-BIT SPACE WESTERN CARD GAME 
(DEMO/PLAYTES
Space Jackers is a standalone light-hearted sci-fi space themed cooperative card game 
for 2-4 players. You have found the Princess. Now you must escape the giant space 
station and return to base. To do that, players must work together and use their 2-bit 
rebels to defeat the waves of 2-bit enemies and make their way back to the Centennial 
Pigeon…the second fastest ship in the galaxy. Are you ready to become the  2-bit space 
adventurer of legend?

Host: Don Scurlock, All Ages, 1 hr

STEAM ENGINE
Steam Engine is an unpublished card game by Brass Engine Productions. Players 
compete to be the first engineer that can build and start a steam powered engine.
Host: Ben Watkins, Teen (13+), 1 hr

THIEF’S HOARD
A soon to be published game by Brass Engine Productions. This hilarious, chaotic game 
of backstabbing and thievery pits players against one another as they try to be the first 
thief with $10,000 worth of precious artifacts.
Host: Ben Watkins, Teen (13+), 2 hr

ZOMBIE RUSH: A 2-BIT ZOMBIE SURVIVAL CARD GAME 
(DEMO/PLAYTEST)
Zombie Rush is a light-hearted zombie themed cooperative card game for 1-4 players. 
It’s Christmas time in the Town! Town sidewalks, strings of street lights, and on every 
street corner you hear…BRAAAIINS!! To survive this holiday nightmare, the players 
must work together and use their scrappy band of 2-Bit Survivors to collect resources, 
complete objectives, and escape all the while trying to fend off the endless, relentless, 
faceless 2-Bit Zombie horde that threatens to ruin the presents, the pudding, and 
Grandma’s pumpkin pie. If morale reaches zero, the players lose. If too many Survivors 
are killed, the players lose. If the Town is completely Overrun, the players lose. Can you 
survive the Zombie Rush and become the 2-Bit Survivor of legend?
Host: Don Scurlock, All Ages, 2 hr

LIVE ACTION ROLE-PLAYING

AMTGARD: BATTLEGAME
Amtgard, the Duchy of Centerpoint, will be teaching the fundamentals of LARP combat 
and hosting mock fantasy battles. Amtgard is a free-to-play LARP that anyone can join. 
Members participate in fantasy battles on a weekly basis and travel to larger events 
across the country, with some events reaching almost one thousand participants. 
Every two hours (Sat: 11:30AM, 1:30PM, 3:30PM, 5:30PM, Sun: 11:30AM, 1:30PM) a 
battlegame will be held to showcase the fantasy aspects of Amtgard combat. An early 
start is possible if no new players are present for the Combat Basic event, so come early 
upon the hour. All who have completed basic training will be welcome to participate. 
Information will also be available on other aspects of our society, including leather 
working, sword construction, costuming, and armor construction. Players under 18 years 
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of age require a parent signature to participate in combat. Players under 14 years of age 
will require special permission from our Chapter Monarch.
Host: Scott Moore, Teen (13+), 2 hr

AMTGARD: COMBAT BASICS
Description: Amtgard, the Duchy of Centerpoint, will be teaching the fundamentals of 
LARP combat and hosting mock fantasy battles. Amtgard is a free-to-play LARP that 
anyone can join. Members participate in fantasy battles on a weekly basis and travel 
to larger events across the country, with some events reaching almost one thousand 
participants. Each hour, on the hour, we will be teaching a short class on combat basics. 
This will include how LARP combat in Amtgard works and basic swordsmanship. 
Following the class, registered fighters will be able to participate in a grand melee 
lasting up to 30 minutes. Players under 18 years of age require a parent signature to 
participate in combat. Players under 14 years of age will require special permission from 
our Chapter Monarch.
Host: Scott Moore, Teen (13+), 0.5 hr

HEROES OF ROKUGAN: WINTER COURT SHIRO KUNI
In the wake of a declaration of War, the Clans still must deal through the winter.
Host: Faye-Marie Mills, Teen (13+), 4 hr

SECTOR 37: PLANT PROBLEMS
A small-scale megagame for 15 people. What would you do if you were on a spaceship, 
deep in unknown territory, and shit gets real? Want to find out? Sign on and ship out 
with the SUS Parvati as it departs to explore and survey the newly obtained Sector 37. 
Berths are available in Engineering, Medical, Security, Science, a few Officers, and a 
handful of Stellar Union Marines, just in case.
Host: Cameron Gramarye, Teen (13+), 6 hr

MINIATURES

ALL QUIET ON THE MARTIAN FRONT
Elements of the Manitoba Dragoons, Regina Rifles and Alberta Light Horse confront 
Martian tripods on the plains of Canada.
Host: Scott Hansen, Teen (13+), 4 hr

BATTLES OF WESTEROS
Game of Throne combat using miniatures

Host: Scott Hansen, Teen (13+), 4 hr

BATTLETECH: GET OFF THIS PLANET!!!
Early morning patrols suck, but finding out you are one of FEW surviving ‘Mechwarriors 
on the planet with only four cargo bays available in the last remaining DropShip made 
your bad day worse. There were two Merc units stuck on this far periphery mining 
colony. All was going well, easy activity protecting your clients property and personnel, 
the occasional brawl in a local bar with the rival Mercs on the planet (you really never 
did like them), and not a pirate to be seen. Easy money until the reactor blew and all 
civilization on the planet was placed in jeopardy. Luckily, your team was on patrol when 
disaster struck. Rushing back to the colony with a radioactive dust cloud chasing you, 
you find one Leopard class DropShip at the spaceport. Oh, and it looks like a your rivals 
survived and are heading towards the same DropShip. ALL MATERIALS PROVIDED.
Host: Bob Roby, Teen (13+), 4 hr

BOLT ACTION WINTER OFFENSIVE
3 round Bolt Action 2nd ed Tournament, 1250 pts, single infantry platoon , submit army 
list thalandar01@gmail.com. Must have Rule Book, Order Dice, Easy Army List x5. 
Painted army is optional, but no proxy (i.e. WYSIWYG). Certificates and cash prizes 
awarded ($30/$20/$10). Will qualifier as a National Qualifiers with 16 participants, so 
tell your friends!
Host: Raquel Overstreet, Teen (13+), 8 hr

MINIATURE PAINTING PARTY
Bring your own miniatures and painting supplies and join in the painting party. Pull 
out those projects that you’ve been procrastinating on, trade painting tips, talk about 
preferred supplies, and see what others are working on. This is open to anyone 
interested in painting, seeing miniatures up close, or people who are looking for advice 
to get started.
Materials provided by Miniature Market and Privateer Press.
Host: Sarah Winfrey, All Ages, 8 hr

STAR WARS IMPERIAL ASSAULT: BEGINNER TUTORIAL/
AFTERMATH
This is Fantasy Flight Games Star Wars Imperial Assault tactical miniatures game. Up 
to 4 players will play through the beginner tutorial mission as well as the “Aftermath” 
mission where they will battle Imperial forces following the events of Episode IV: “A 
New Hope.” This adventure will include custom made character sheets, custom painted 
miniatures, 3D printed game pieces, and maps displayed on The Staggering Dragon’s 
65” TV table.
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Troll Guts
 With a similar name, it should be no surprise that 

Troll Guts is in the same family as Goblin Poker. One 

big difference: you can’t fold, so you’ll have to die by catch-

ing a pair. Troll Guts was introduced in the Troll Deck, 

with graphics by James Ernest.

Players: 3 to 6

You Need: A Pairs deck, and coins or chips for gambling. 

 Setup: Each player antes one coin. Shuffle the deck and deal a hand 

of 5 cards to each player. Deal one more card faceup in front of each player. 

The low card will go first. Break ties as you would in Pairs.

 Players must now stack their downcards in the order they want them 

to be revealed. Once you arrange your cards, you can’t rearrange them 

(though you can still look).

 Each Turn: Starting with the low card and proceeding to the left, 

players may either Draw, Steal, or Buy. Each action gets you a single faceup 

card. 

Draw: Take a card from the deck (faceup).

Steal: Take the top card of anyone’s facedown stack (faceup).

Buy: Pay a coin into the pot, and take the top card of your own 

facedown stack (faceup).

 If your new card gives you a pair, you lose. Pay the value of the pair 

into the pot. For example, if you catch a pair of 4’s, you pay 4 coins. When 

you are knocked out, turn all your cards facedown. 

 Winning: The pot goes to the survivor. There is no folding, so you’re 

always going to win the pot, or die with a pair.

Play More PAIRS!
PAIRS is more than just “A New Classic 
Pub Game.” It’s a whole family of original
card games, played with a simple deck 
of 55 cards.

The Pairs Companion, pictured here, 
contains dozens of  games, variations, 
and alternate rules, like the one below.
This booklet is available as a free PDF 
from Hip Pocket Games.

Look for PAIRS at your favorite 
local game store. And download 
the companion book from:
hippocketgames.com/pairs

Cheapass Games is a small but mighty tabletop game publisher based out of Seattle, WA. 
They publish free, cheap, and deluxe games. You might know them best from titles such as 
KILL DOCTOR LUCKY, PAIRS, and TAK, or from their world-famous boss, renowned game 
designer James Ernest. Cheapass Games has donated a ton of products to our benefit raffle, 
so show some love! 
http://cheapass.com
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Host: Dustin Kenyon, Teen (13+), 4 hr

TAIPING REBELLION
Army of the Heavenly Kingdom rises up against the Qing Dynasty. Second largest war in 
history, more casualties than WW I,
Host: Scott Hansen, Teen (13+), 4 hr

THE GREAT ESCAPE
The German Army plans to live and fight another day as HQ sees it is about to be 
encircled. The U.S. Army has other ideas!!! Modified Battleground rules. All materials 
provided. Sponsored by HA-HMGS.
Host: Bob Roby, Teen (13+), 4 hr

WARHAMMER 40K DEMO
Learn to play the latest version of Games Workshop’s flagship wargame of endless 
battle in the grim future of the 41st millenium. Maneuver troops through deadly 
warzones, and fight with bolter and chainsword as you seek to dominate the battlefield. 
Dice, terrain, and models will be provided.
Host: Robert Barr, All Ages, 4 hr

ZULU: RORKE’S DRIFT (1879)
The Battle of Rorke’s Drift, January 22-23, 1879 in Natal Colony, South Africa, in 
Zululand. Rules are simple, and play is fast. Play either the outnumbered British, or 
the outgunned but massive Zulu army. This is a great battle and you’re sure to learn 
something unexpected. Check it out! Run by game master Toby Giese from Hat’s Off, one 
fo the oldest clubs in Kansas City. Running Friday morning, afternoon, evening, Saturday 
morning, afternoon, evening.
Host: , Teen (13+), 4 hr

OTHER

COSPLAY COSTUME CONTEST
Come see our fabulous cosplays who signed up for the cosplay contest show off their 
stuff for a chance to win awards! Too many details to list here, so once you get your 
tickets to this event head over to the details page and fill out the form! https://www.
midwestgamefest.org/cosplay/contest
Host: Gwen G, Teen (13+), 1.5 hr

DRESS TO THE NINES!
Do you fancy getting dressed up to play games on Saturday night? You can cosplay, pull 
out that bridesmaid’s dress, or just throw on a tuxedo t-shirt. Or bring your blinged-out 
copy of Terraforming Mars, play a fashionable game like Rococo, or just play cards with 
pinkies extended. Everyone is welcome to join in; let’s class up the joint!
Host: Sarah Winfrey, All Ages, 4 hr

THAT’S NO BILBO: AN IMPROVISED FANTASY MOVIE
Outlandish orcs. Hillbilly hobbits. Knaughy knights. Anything’s possible with this show!
That’s No Movie is one of Kansas City’s most popular improv comedy teams. They 
have performed their improvised movies at comic cons and improv festivals around the 
country. Using just their minds and bodies (and no script!), they create everything you’d 
see on a movie screen -- the characters, the props, the costumes, the sets, the musical 
effects, even the camera angles. 
They are thrilled to bring their newest fantasy-based show to Midwest GameFest 2017!
Host: John Adams, Teen (13+), 1 hr

PANELS AND WORKSHOPS

30 YEARS OF STAR WARS ROLEPLAYING GAMES
Originally released in 1987, the Star Wars Roleplaying Game kicked off an enduring 
game setting that has crossed three game companies and different 3 different (major) 
editions. Sterling Hershey has been published for all of them. (This was originally 
presented this at Gen Con 50 with Pablo Hidalgo, Bill Slavicsek, Sam Stewart and 
Sterling Hershey.)
Host: Sterling Hershey, All Ages, 1 hr

3D PRINTING DUNGEON TERRAIN AND MINIATURES
Learn about the ins and outs of 3D printing. We will cover topics you need to know to be 
a success and how to limit the frustrations inherent in using today’s systems. The panel 
will conclude with a short question and answer session.
Host: David Berg, All Ages, 1.5 hr

ARTEMIS BRIDGE SIMULATOR ESSENTIALS
Learn about the Artemis Bridge Simulator. We will cover how to get it, use it, and even 
how to customize your sessions with fan based add-ons.
Host: David Berg, All Ages, 1 hr

CHARACTER CREATION WORKSHOP
This two-hour workshop provides authors, GMs, and adventure module writers with 
the tools they need to create interesting and believable characters. Discover the key 
features of memorable characters. Learn how to “sneak” information about your 
characters to your readers and players. Understand what makes players and readers 
not just know, but CARE ABOUT the people in your story or adventure. Bring a work 
in progress and be prepared to write! Laura has been a gamer (tabletop, PC, and 
console) since 1978. She earned her MA in Writing Popular Fiction with an emphasis 
in speculative fiction (sci-fi, fantasy, and horror) from Seton Hill University in 2009. 
When she’s not teaching workshops or playing games, she’s working as a professional 
geeksplainer, chasing her dog, or hanging out with her writing friends (she’s a co-
founder and the president of The Dead Horse Society - Kansas City’s premiere spec fic 
writing group).
Host: Laura Croston, Teen (13+), 2 hr

COSPLAY 101: HOW TO GET INTO COSPLAY
What is considered cosplay? This is a panel that will discuss basic construction 
techniques and ideas that can lead to some amazing creations! Don’t miss it; this will 
definitely be a fun and informative panel.
Host: Joe DiGusto, Teen (13+), 1 hr

COSPLAY CRAFTSMANSHIP WITH STARBURSTCOSPLAY
We will go over the details of cosplay that tend to go unnoticed: picking a character, 
choosing fabric, pattern making, finished details, etc. If there is time left, then we will 
also go over what a cosplay contest judge might look for in a winning cosplay. Followed 
by a Q&A about how to improve your cosplays, where we will look over your cosplay and 
give pointers on how to take it to the next level.
Host: Morgan Carter, All Ages, 1 hr

COSPLAY GUEST MEET AND GREET
Come meet MWGF 2017 Cosplay Guest and Director(s). They will be answering question 
from the audience as well as questions from our LIVE webcast. 
Cosplay Guest include Brotherhood Props. Dig us cosplay and Starburst Cosplay. Cosplay 
Directors/Staff includes Legendary Rose Cosplay and Lothlorien Woods Cosplay.
Host: Gwen G, All Ages, 1 hr

GLUE, PAINTS AND PRIMERS OH MY!
George and Justin Westwater of Brotherhood Props present an overview of different 
glues and how and when to properly use them. They will also go over prop preparation 
for painting including priming and common painting mistakes. Presentation will be 
followed by a Q&A session.
Host: George Westwater, All Ages, 1 hr

MASTERS CLASS: A HISTORY OF GAMING WITH RICK LOOMIS
Gaming industry legend Rick Loomis discusses the early days of tabletop gaming and 
provides some context for today’s hobby games. Rick is the president and founder of 
Flying Buffalo Inc, the oldest adventure game company still run by its original ownership. 
Flying Buffalo publishes Tunnels & Trolls, Grimtooth’s Traps, Citybooks, the Nuclear War 

Legendary Rose Cosplay, photo courtesy Retro Hawk Productions
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card game, Pizza Dice, Death Dice, Lost Worlds Combat Picture Books, Mercenaries, 
Spies & Private Eyes, and Ace of Aces. Pick his brain on how to get published, how to 
use Kickstarter, or just ask “What the heck is play by mail, anyway?”
Host: Brad Kelley, All Ages, 1 hr

ONWARD TO ADVENTURE -  ELEMENTS OF STORY
This two-hour workshop provides authors, GMs, and adventure module writers with the 
tools they need to create vibrant, engaging, and compelling stories. Understand what 
engages readers and players with your tale. Learn the main elements of a good piece 
of fiction or adventure. Discover the importance of knowing what kind of story you’re 
telling and how to use that to your advantage. Bring a work in progress and be prepared 
to write! Laura has been a gamer (tabletop, PC, and console) since 1978. She earned her 
MA in Writing Popular Fiction with an emphasis in speculative fiction (sci-fi, fantasy, and 
horror) from Seton Hill University in 2009. When she’s not teaching workshops or playing 
games, she’s working as a professional geeksplainer, chasing her dog, or hanging out 
with her writing friends (she’s a co-founder and the president of The Dead Horse Society 
- Kansas City’s premiere spec fic writing group).
Host: Laura Croston, Teen (13+), 2 hr

PLOT YOUR NOVEL OR ADVENTURE
This two-hour workshop provides authors, GMs, and adventure module writers with 
the tools they need to create interesting and effective plots. Understand the difference 
between a series of events and STORY. Discover classic plot structures and sources 
for story inspiration. Learn what engages and motivates players and readers and how 
to take advantage of that in your writing. Utilize tension and micro-tension. Bring a 
work in progress and be prepared to write! Laura has been a gamer (tabletop, PC, and 
console) since 1978. She earned her MA in Writing Popular Fiction with an emphasis 
in speculative fiction (sci-fi, fantasy, and horror) from Seton Hill University in 2009. 
When she’s not teaching workshops or playing games, she’s working as a professional 
geeksplainer, chasing her dog, or hanging out with her writing friends (she’s a co-
founder and the president of The Dead Horse Society - Kansas City’s premiere spec fic 
writing group).
Host: Laura Croston, Teen (13+), 2 hr

POKER AND DRINKS WITH RICK LOOMIS
Share drinks, stories, and play poker with gaming industry legend Rick Loomis. Rick is 
the president and founder of Flying Buffalo Inc, the oldest adventure game company 
still run by its original ownership. Flying Buffalo publishes Tunnels & Trolls, Grimtooth’s 
Traps, Citybooks, the Nuclear War card game, Pizza Dice, Death Dice, Lost Worlds 
Combat Picture Books, Mercenaries, Spies & Private Eyes, and Ace of Aces. Note: Due 
to the venue this is an adults-only event.
Host: Rick Loomis, Legal Drinking Age (21+), 2 hr

SEDUCE YOUR READER - SELF-EDITING FOR POP FICTION 
WRITERS
This two-hour workshop goes beyond grammar and mechanics to provide authors, GMs, 
and adventure module writers with the tools they need to effectively edit and refine 
their work. Understand the importance of “the little things.” Discover common mistakes 
and how to correct them. Learn tips, tricks, and techniques to elevate your writing. 
Bring a work in progress and be prepared to write! Laura has been a gamer (tabletop, 
PC, and console) since 1978. She earned her MA in Writing Popular Fiction with an 
emphasis in speculative fiction (sci-fi, fantasy, and horror) from Seton Hill University 
in 2009. When she’s not teaching workshops or playing games, she’s working as a 
professional geeksplainer, chasing her dog, or hanging out with her writing friends (she’s 
a co-founder and the president of The Dead Horse Society - Kansas City’s premiere spec 
fic writing group).
Host: Laura Croston, Teen (13+), 2 hr

ROLE-PLAYING GAMES

D&D 5E ADVENTURE: IN FLANDERS FIELDS
A dwarven ruler has called a group of adventurers to aid him in time of need. A member 
of his court has fled with stolen goods and likely has evil intensions. Help track him 
down, return the stolen goods, and secure the safety of the realm! This is a custom 
written adventure utilizing the Dungeons & Dragons 5th edition rules. It will take place 
on The Staggering Dragon’s 65” TV table with digitally displayed maps and miniatures 
for each player to use.

Host: Dustin Kenyon, Teen (13+), 4 hr

D&D 5E: THE SWORD OF VERACITY
Adventure and treasure await in this Dungeons & Dragons 5th Edition game. Come 
help newbie GM Mike Pratt as he runs his first D&D game! What could go wrong? ;) 
Characters provided.
Host: , Teen (13+), 4 hr

DEMO/PLAYTEST- INDUSTRIAL
Through the trials of the crumbling Old Realm, a modern age of technology and magic 
has been forged. Welcome to Almirre: the New Realm. Long passed are the days of 
simple weapons and horse drawn carriages. Steam power has taken the world by 
storm, allowing the natives to stand up against the unforgiving waste lands. In this 
fantasy, steampunk tabletop RPG, you and a group of fellow adventurers will explore the 
evolving world of Almirre during the prime of its industrial revolution. This game system 
is similar to D&D or Pathfinder with its core dice mechanics, but ultimately throws the 
major systems out the window for a breath of fresh air. Things like leveling up, gaining 
experience, and casting magic aren’t done in the conventional D&D 5e method. The 
integration of new game mechanics, alongside an imaginative steampunk world make 
for a fun and difficult adventure. Will you rise to the challenge of survival? Or give in to 
the turmoil of the lands around you?
Host: Henry Hales, Teen (13+), 3 hr

DREAD: THE CURIOUS MURDER OF ARTEMIS HUME
Twenty years ago, Artemis Finchley Hume fell off the roof of the Hume estate located 
on Crow Island off of the coast of Fairhaven, Massachusetts.  Many suspected murder 
but no evidence was ever found.  Afterwards Oliver Hume shunned his wife’s family 
and continued to enjoy the life of the idle rich.  Now he has passed on.  The surviving 
members family members have all gathered for his funeral and reading of the will.  Will 
the questions to Artemis’s death be laid to rest?  What other secrets will be revealed?  
Find out in... The Curious Murder of Artemis Hume.
Host: Matt Harrop, Adult (18+), 4 hr

DUNGEON DELVE
Stories abound in these parts about the Dungeon of Dread. A buried labyrinth filled 
with riches beyond the dreams of avarice, but guarded by the fiendish servants of the 
dungeon’s creators. Are you brave enough to face the terrors within? Many try, but 
few succeed. Join up with others to defeat the denizens of the dungeon in this fun and 
danger-filled romp through their awesome labyrinth. Doug Howard, Dave Berg, and 
others are your guides as you struggle to complete the dungeon. Characters provided, 
and new players are encouraged!
Host: Doug Howard, Teen (13+), 4 hr

DUNGEON FANTASY POWERED BY GURPS
A local merchant is hiring to have an infestation of giant rats removed from her Uncle 
Merle’s Place. Do you have what it takes? This is a introduction to Dungeon Fantasy. 
Sample characters will be provided and any rules will be taught.
Host: Bob Gilson, Preteen (8+), 4 hr

DYIN’ AIN’T MUCH OF A LIVIN’
Gutless Redlegs crossed into the territory under the guise of seeking justice.  You have 
all seen what they done, killin’ and butcherin’ near anything that looked at them and 
everything else that ran from them.  Apple Grove was a township of peace-lovin’, but 
now it’s a town of hollow souls, waiting for the next terror to reach them.  You’ve seen 
the Hell brought from Beyond, and you’ve seen the Hell brought by Men.  Today, you can 
bring Reckonin’ to both of them.
Uses the 20th Anniversary Deadlands Reprint (Based on the Original Poker Chip and 
Playing Cards Rules)
Books nor Characters *NOT* Required, GM Provides Everything
No need to have game rules experience
Warnings: Weird West contains Zombies, Murders, Undead, Ghosts, the Supernatural, 
and Lots of Guns and Sharp Things
Host: Robert Bellamy, Preteen (8+), 4 hr

EONS, A PROTOCOL RPG
Eons is a story roleplaying game about inexplicable horror and marginal science.  Players 
take on the roles of fringecraft investigators, journalists, scientists, and theorists.  
Exploring nearly random events, the characters must piece together random occurrences 
and decipher hidden secrets to stop horrors beyond the veil from corrupting our world.  
This is a RP-heavy, story telling game with minimal rules, no dice, and no GM.  The 
goal of the game is create a great lovecraftian-esque tale of horror.  Mature players 
preferred.
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Host: Matt Harrop, Legal Drinking Age (21+), 4 hr

GLADIATORS: ARENA COMBAT
Fight in the arena to the delight of the assembled masses.  You will play a single 
gladiator.
GURPS combat rules will be used, though no experience with GURPS is necessary.  
There will be several bouts, with each bout increasing in tactical complexity.  I.e. after 
you master the basic combat options, additional options will be added, e.g. customizing 
your character, hit locations, spending fatigue points.  The entire session will be devoted 
to combat (so little if any role playing).
Host: Captain Joy, Teen (13+), 4 hr

GURPS BUREAU 13 -- STANDING ON A CORNER
Sometimes an assignment comes from a Seer seeing a Place and (hopefully) a time.  
Then all you can do is stand on the corner and look for the trouble.
Host: Troy Guffey, Teen (13+), 4 hr

GURPS MUTANT X/X-OVER -- WELCOME TO THE HELLMOUTH
A genetic treatment has given rise to children with fantastic wildly-varied powers. Many 
places are not so accommodating to such teens and their families.  A large corporation 
has decided to take advantage of this face and created a company town where such 
families are welcome.  The real estate prices are to die for!  Anyway, welcome to Hell!  
Er, High School.
Host: Troy Guffey, Teen (13+), 4 hr

GURPS PSI SPACE -- HALF ON DELIVERY
Mankind has taken to the stars. 300+ worlds.  You and a few misfit comrades are 
members of the tramp freighter spot-market.  But since that’s not totally fulfilling you 
brush up against the smuggling part of the trade a bit more often than you probably 
should. The latest job is delivery of a few sealed standardized shipping containers and a 
“representative” to one of the mid-tier worlds.
Host: Troy Guffey, Teen (13+), 4 hr

GURPS WWII POWS
Being a Prisoner of War is just a part-time job for you.  Your REAL job is to spy and 
sabotage the German war machine.  Your home base is Luft stalag 13, the most escape-
proof POW camp in Germany.
Host: Troy Guffey, Teen (13+), 4 hr

JUPITER CHRONICLES
Mongoose Traveler 1ed with Cyberpunk flavor
Set in 2160 on the most distant settlements in the solar system where players will face 
mystery, intrigue and death from a variety of sources as they represent different factions 
of the peace keeping forces for the Jupiter colonies. 
The nations of Earth are vying for the right to exploit the resources of the Environs, while 
Mars and the Lunar colonies attempt to establish greater independence.  Transnational 
corporations are more powerful than ever reaping huge profits from exploiting the 
resources of near space and they are hungry to expand, willing to do anything to be the 
first multi-planetary corporate powerhouse.  The Jovian colonies are the key to it all; the 
launch point for deep space exploration and the center of the greatest concentration of 
material resources in the solar system.  Here is where war for the stars and the future of 
mankind will begin.
Host: Rodney Olson, Teen (13+), 4 hr

MASKS: A NEW GENERATION
Masks is a tabletop roleplaying game in which you play young superheroes who are 
growing up in a city several generations into its superheroic age. Halcyon City has had 
more than its fair share of superheroes, superteams, supervillains, and everything in 
between. Over the course of three different generations of super-people, Halcyon City 
has seen it all.
You play members of the fourth generation, young adults trying to figure out who they 
are and what kind of heroes they want to be. The rest of the world is telling them what 
to do, but they’ll find their own path amidst the noise. And kick some butt along the way. 
After all, what’s the point of being a hero if you can’t fight for the things you believe in?
Host: Tyson B. Cram, Teen (13+), 4 hr

NOIR WORLD
Ten million people in the City, easily half of them up to something they don’t want the 
other half to know. While they all have their own stories, this one is yours.
Noir World is a collaborative storytelling game using the Powered by the Apocalypse 
engine. Players take on iconic roles from classic noir stories and movies (The Good Cop, 
The Dirty Cop, The Fatale, The Private Eye, etc,) and weave an elaborate web of secrets 
and messy bonds with the other players to tell a dark tale of mystery, tragedy, and rarely, 
triumph (at least for some).

Host: Tyson B. Cram, Teen (13+), 4 hr

NUMENERA RPG - THE RANDOM LANDS
A strange, ever changing landscape reveals new wonders, ruins, dangers, 
opportunities...and Numenera. Is it truly random? Is whatever is going on even 
knowable? 6 players, no experience needed.
Host: Sterling Hershey, Teen (13+), 4 hr

PARANOIA RPG: THE NEW ONE
Everything old is new again, just like in the in long, long trailer. Wait. That’s...Everything 
right is wrong again, just like in the long, long trailer. OK, no trailers here, just totally 
re-re-booted Computer in a brand new edition of Paranoia. Everything’s up to date in 
Kansas City. Alpha Complex. Whatever. There probably is a trailer involved. 
6 players. Characters created at the table! Dry Erase! Mess with the other 
Troubleshooters before you even begin to play! No experience needed!
Host: Sterling Hershey, Teen (13+), 4 hr

RETROSCAPE (A CITY LOST IN TIME)
After an apocalyptic war, society blames science for unleashing horror upon the world. 
Those who are attracted to technology have banded together into labs, intent on 
progressing science responsibly and in secret. But there are many atrocities in the world, 
lost technologies waiting to be found or destroyed, and the world needs heroes to do it. 
Retroscape is in open play test right now and we want to play test this adventure where 
a city thought to have been destroyed in the war is suddenly back. The citizens of the 
city have no urge to leave and seem to have no memory of anything to do with the war. 
Everything seems find until cracks in reality begin to appear in the wastelands. The 
cracks open wide and the area around seems to rewind or fast forward, reverting to its 
original form or decaying away into oblivion. The cracks in reality surround this once 
lost city. Players must discover what is causing these cracks in time and reality. No 
experience necessary, bring D12’s.
Host: Jake Paul, Teen (13+), 2 hr

RETROSCAPE (FIZZY FOUNTAIN FACTORY)
After an apocalyptic war, society blames science for unleashing horror upon the world. 
Those who are attracted to technology have banded together into labs, intent on 
progressing science responsibly and in secret. But there are many atrocities in the world, 
lost technologies waiting to be found or destroyed, and the world needs heroes to do it. 
Retroscape is in open play test right now and we want to play test this adventure where 
you will be hired by an eccentric entrepreneur to recover a fountain drink recipe that 
existed before the war. He claims to know where a completely intact supply is and says 
if that players can find the original recipe that he will pay them extra. Players will travel 
to Fritz’s Fizzy Fountain Factory, a business long since shut down but was renown for 
having the fizziest drinks before the war.   No experience necessary, bring D12’s.
Host: Jake Paul, Teen (13+), 2 hr

RETROSCAPE (GENERALLY GHOULISH)
After an apocalyptic war, society blames science for unleashing horror upon the world. 
Those who are attracted to technology have banded together into labs, intent on 
progressing science responsibly and in secret. But there are many atrocities in the world, 
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lost technologies waiting to be found or destroyed, and the world needs heroes to do it. 
Retroscape is in open play test right now and we want to play test this adventure 
where ghouls have begun migrating toward a central location. Ghouls are long dead, 
bodies that continue to move due to the after effects of the war. They have little to no 
brain function, but a few have begun showing intelligence and that worries everyone. 
Players are tasked with following the ghouls to the location they are moving toward and 
discover what is causing this migration. No experience necessary, bring D12’s.
Host: Jake Paul, Teen (13+), 2 hr

RETROSCAPE (GUNK ON THE TRACKS)
After an apocalyptic war, society blames science for unleashing horror upon the world. 
Those who are attracted to technology have banded together into labs, intent on 
progressing science responsibly and in secret. But there are many atrocities in the world, 
lost technologies waiting to be found or destroyed, and the world needs heroes to do it. 
Retroscape is in open play test right now and we want to play test this adventure where 
players are tasked with stopping a runaway train. A group of outlaws has high jacked 
a train carrying some very dangerous materials from the wasteland. If the outlaws 
open the specimens before the players can stop then the populace will be in even more 
danger. No experience necessary, bring D12’s.
Host: Jake Paul, Teen (13+), 2 hr

RETROSCAPE (MEAN STREETS OF DELPHI)
After an apocalyptic war, society blames science for unleashing horror upon the world. 
Those who are attracted to technology have banded together into labs, intent on 
progressing science responsibly and in secret. But there are many atrocities in the world, 
lost technologies waiting to be found or destroyed, and the world needs heroes to do it. 
Retroscape is in open play test right now and we want to play test this adventure where 
players will explore the city of Delphi. A crime syndicate has somehow gotten their 
hands on lab technology. The higher ups aren’t sure if they simply stole it or if someone 
is selling technology on the black market to the highest bidder. Players are tasked with 
stopping the illegal sell of technology and protecting the city, keeping collateral damage 
to a minimum. No experience necessary, bring D12’s.
Host: Jake Paul, Teen (13+), 2 hr

RETROSCAPE (MONSTERS AT MIDNIGHT)
After an apocalyptic war, society blames science for unleashing horror upon the world. 
Those who are attracted to technology have banded together into labs, intent on 
progressing science responsibly and in secret. But there are many atrocities in the world, 
lost technologies waiting to be found or destroyed, and the world needs heroes to do it. 
Retroscape is in open play test right now and we want to play test this adventure where 
the city of Delphi has a monster problem, allegedly. Neighborhoods have been claiming 
that howls and scratching can be heard in the alleyways. People are beginning to panic 
and the city has tasked the players with discovering what is causing this disturbance 
that only happens at midnight. No experience necessary, bring D12’s.
Host: Jake Paul, Teen (13+), 2 hr

RETROSCAPE (MYSTERIOUS MILITARY BEACON)
After an apocalyptic war, society blames science for unleashing horror upon the world. 
Those who are attracted to technology have banded together into labs, intent on 
progressing science responsibly and in secret. But there are many atrocities in the world, 
lost technologies waiting to be found or destroyed, and the world needs heroes to do it. 
Retroscape is in open play test right now and we want to play test this adventure where 
you will explore an abandoned military bunker. A distress beacon has been going off 
for a few weeks, the beacon has a military frequency from the war. Players will take 

control of lab operatives who have been tasked with discovering the signals origin and 
recovering any technology in the bunker. No experience necessary, bring D12’s.
Host: Jake Paul, Teen (13+), 2 hr

RETROSCAPE (TROUBLE CROPS UP)
After an apocalyptic war, society blames science for unleashing horror upon the world. 
Those who are attracted to technology have banded together into labs, intent on 
progressing science responsibly and in secret. But there are many atrocities in the world, 
lost technologies waiting to be found or destroyed, and the world needs heroes to do it. 
Retroscape is in open play test right now and we want to play test this adventure 
where you will discover a town where crops have been decaying in circular patterns. 
Locals have begun claiming that aliens are responsible for the strange circles and lines 
between them. The players will need to find out what is causing this towns problem and 
whether or not the origin is other worldly or easily explained. In a town where people 
are weary of travelers, and even more so those with technology, the players willhave to 
use wits and cunning to protect this town. No experience necessary, bring D12’s.
Host: Jake Paul, Teen (13+), 2 hr

SIZE MIGHT MATTER: A PLANET MERCENARY ADVENTURE 
(PART 2)
The tufted wing-sharks of Eina-Afa grow to be the size of sportsball stadiums, and have 
been known to accidentally swallow aircraft containing entire research expeditions. 
These majestic creatures can stay aloft for years, and are not half so dangerous as 
the things that hunt them. Your mercenary company is searching for a megafauna 
hunter who is also an accountant for a notorious fugitive. The wilderness of Eina-Afa is 
dangerous, but you’ll be earning combat pay, and if you do happen to get swallowed by 
something the size of a skyscraper, you have a knife and the knowledge that if you can 
cut your way out of this you’ll never have to buy your own drinks again.
Host: Wally Waltner, Teen (13+), 3 hr

STAR TREK: SINBAD MISSION
You are members of an away team sent to investigate deadly attacks on Federation 
citizens by the native beasts of this recently established colony. This adventure takes 
place during The Original Series era of Star Trek. You are lower level officers, not 
captains nor senior officers.
Host: Captain Joy, Teen (13+), 4 hr

STAR WARS EDGE OF THE EMPIRE RPG - THE DELINQUENT 
HUTT
The Outer Rim is abuzz that the once powerufl Zelon the Hutt is falling fast in the eyes 
of his clan and his one-time business associates. Your team of “reaquisition specialists” 
has been hired to make sure a wealthy creditor gets back what he is owed - by retrieving 
the Hutt’s luxury star liner, which also happens to be his base of operations. No one said 
making outragous sums of credits was easy. 
6 players. Experience helpful but not required.
Host: Sterling Hershey, Preteen (8+), 4 hr

STAR WARS EDGE OF THE EMPIRE RPG - THE SANDCRAWLER 
GAMBIT
Only a desperate or crazy person would use Jawas in a high stakes operation against a 
band of ruthless bounty hunters. Your group is desperate to get away, crazy enough to 
hire a sandcrawler, and some of you are even Jawas. And droids.
6 players. Characters provided. No experience needed
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Host: Sterling Hershey, Preteen (8+), 4 hr

STAR WARS RPG ADVENTURE: DEFENDING THE 
BENEVOLENCE
This is a Fantasy Flight Games Star Wars Roleplaying Game custom adventure written 
by The Staggering Dragon. It will utilize home-brewed rules combining Age of Rebellion 
RPG and the X-Wing miniatures game. It is open for up to 5 players who will be 
Rebellion starfighter pilots tasked with a mission to defend the Rebel medical ship 
“Benevolence” until it can make the jump to hyperspace. Can the heroic Rebel pilots 
buy “Benevolence” enough time to plot their escape and save the lives of hundreds of 
injured soldiers? This adventure will include custom datapad-style character & vehicle 
sheets, X-Wing miniatures, and maps displayed on The Staggering Dragon’s 65” TV 
table.
Host: Dustin Kenyon, Teen (13+), 4 hr

STAR WARS RPG ADVENTURE: DRUDGES’ BURDEN
This is a Fantasy Flight Games Star Wars Roleplaying Game custom adventure written 
by The Staggering Dragon. It will utilize the Edge of the Empire rules. It is open for up 
to 5 players who will be “burdened” with the task of carrying out a mission for their 
disliked boss. But, when the goals of the mission or realized, will the players finish the 
mission, or will they follow their hearts? This adventure will include custom datapad-
style character sheets, custom painted miniatures, custom models, and maps displayed 
on The Staggering Dragon’s 65” TV table.
Host: Dustin Kenyon, Teen (13+), 4 hr

TALES FROM THE LOOP: THE MYSTERY OF THE DAZZLING 
FLASH
Life in the sleepy, Midwestern town of Wayward, KS. hasn’t quite been the same since 
they slowly started to bring the Loop, a massive particle accelerator, on line. And of 
course the grownups haven’t noticed; they are clueless. But the kids see the weirdness. 
They even have to deal with it. It is the early 80’s, the time of MTV, Space Invaders, 
Miami Vice, New Wave and Neon. The PCs are kids that get caught up in a strange 
Mystery involving an unexplained flash of light and its preternatural consequences.  Will 
they be able to solve... The Mystery of the Dazzling Flash.
Host: Matt Harrop, Legal Drinking Age (21+), 4 hr

THE DAMAXURI DECEPTION:A PLANET MERCENARY 
ADVENTURE (PART 1)
Your mercenary company is at MercCon, in Highport, which is a dilapidated space 
station in orbit above the beautiful, deadly, gold-and-black desert world of Damaxuri 
(Dah-ma-SHU-ree.) Of course, bringing together this many professionals-at-arms, 
materiel vendors and weapon manufacturers is bound to invoke Maxim 17 (“The longer 
everything goes according to plan, the bigger the impending disaster”) sooner or later.
Host: Wally Waltner, Teen (13+), 3 hr

TORG ETERNITY
Earth has been invaded: dinosaurs in New York, dragons over England, weird science 
in Egypt, horrors in India, technodemons in Russia, electric samurai in Japan, and a 
cyber-Inquisition in France. Bringing their own realities with them, these invaders twist 
the laws of our world to match their own. Most defenders are unable to fight it and are 
transformed to match the invaders’ reality. This is a demonstration of the Torg Eternity 
rules. Characters will be provided, and the game will be explained. All experience levels 
are welcome. A different cosm can be highlighted in each slot.
Host: Kevin Elmore, All Ages, 4 hr

TORG ETERNITY DEMO
Earth has been invaded: dinosaurs in New York, dragons over England, weird science 
in Egypt, horrors in India, technodemons in Russia, electric samurai in Japan, and a 
cyber-Inquisition in France. Bringing their own realities with them, these invaders twist 
the laws of our world to match their own. Most defenders are unable to fight it and are 
transformed to match the invaders’ reality. This is a demonstration of the Torg Eternity 
rules. Characters will be provided, and the game will be explained. All experience levels 
are welcome. A different cosm can be highlighted in each slot.
Host: Kevin Elmore, All Ages, 4 hr

WEARING THE CAPE
Set in Mark Harmon’s Wearing the Cape universe, new (pregenerated) heroes are 
finishing up a Crisis Aid and Intervention Team training.  But with secrets and issues, the 
final mission to prove that you are the hero that people need, may turn into your final 
mission.  This uses a combination of (Fantasy Flight Genesys aka Star Wars) and Fate 
System.
Host: Wade Gregory Tripp, All Ages, 4 hr
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ADVENTURER’S LEAGUE

ADVENTURERS LEAGUE FOR INEXPERIENCED PLAYERS
if you’ve never played before this is your chance to learn, you will go through playing
Host: Dylan Pease, Teen (13+), 4 hr

CCC-CIC-04 - BEST FRIENDS FOREVER (TIER II)
It is a volatile time in Mulmaster. Nobles jockey for power and position. Refugees 
fight for mere survival. Danger and evil buried away awaken, adding to the chaos. The 
adventurers are tasked with investing strange events. Will they make a new friend or 
add to their list of enemies?
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

CCC-LINKS-01 (TIER II)
A persistent ghost has been spotted in Phlan, flitting from building to building. The 
residents say that it stands in front of the Laughing Goblin every night, eyes wide and 
full of terror. If approached, it screams and disappears. In the wake of the town’s re-
opening and the retreat of the thick winter fogs, peace must be returned before people 
leave for good. A D&D Adventurer’s League adventure set in the town of Phlan.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

CCC-PDXAGE-02-10 THE DARK HUNT (TIER II)
The village near Oreclasp Keep has been reporting brutal owlbear attacks that have left 
people missing or dismembered. Lord Oreclasp has placed a bounty for every owlbear 
beak brought to Oreclasp Keep. The villagers don’t suspect the deeper problems brewing 
in the land.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 3 hr

DDAL-CGB - CLOUD GIANT’S BARGAIN (TIER II)
The renowned adventuring company Acquisitions Inc. hires you to infiltrate a castle but 
not just any castle. This is a flying fortress built by the cloud giant Count Stratovan, who 
is currently preparing to destroy the Sword Coast. Your mission is to meet with his son, 
who claims to want to prevent the war and establish peace between the giants and the 
small folk. If you can learn whether the son can be trusted, discover the secrets of the 
castle, and ... well, survive, you too can earn acclaim with Acquisitions Inc.!
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDAL00-01 - WINDOW TO THE PAST (TIER TBD)
When a Thayan research expedition returns from the Glacier of the White Wyrm with 
only two survivors that are reduced to whispering about an ancient pyramid under 
the ice, perhaps it is time to discover just what scares the life out of a nation of 
necromancers. This module can be run at Tier II, III, or IV. Tier range determined by sign-
up and at the table for the event.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDAL04-14 - THE DARK LORD (TIER II)
The enemy is revealed, but time is short and if you are not successful in your mission to 
Mount Baratok, love will never die. Part fourteen and the finale of Misty Fortunes and 
Absent Hearts.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDAL05-09 - DURLAG’S TOMB (TIER III)
East of Beregost, nestled in the outskirts of the Wood of Sharp Teeth, Durlag’s Tower 
has intrigued and yet stymied adventurers for decades. Stuffed full of mechanical traps 

and arcane wards, and rumored to be inhabited by fiends, very few have managed 
to extract any REAL treasure from the former home of Durlag Trollkiller. However, a 
powerful item in the ancient fight against the giants is said to be housed there, and the 
cloud giant Baron Rajiram has committed significant resources toward recovering it. 
After a pleasant tea in her garden, SEER calls upon you to beat him there and put a stop 
to his efforts!
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDAL07-01 - A CITY ON THE EDGE (TIER I)
So you’ve finally arrived in Chult. Now that you’ve gotten over the shock of Port 
Nyanzaru’s exotic beauty, it’s time to get down to business. The five factions await 
contact and will no doubt have some work for you to do. Reach out to them and let them 
know that you’re ready to do what needs to be done!
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDAL07-02 - OVER THE EDGE (TIER II)
In response to a new but as-of-yet-unnamed threat, the factions have called upon 
adventurers to venture into the jungle in search of a location for a new base of 
operations. As such, you have been charged with scouting several locations to assess 
their viability. Surely something so trivial as a scouting mission couldn’t go wrong?
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDAL07-03 - A DAY AT THE RACES (TIER I)
The Merchant Princes have a treat in store for everyone! A new team-based event has 
been added to the roster and the factions are throwing their hats into the ring. Climb 
aboard and saddle up! Part One of The Jungle Has Fangs Trilogy.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDAL07-04 - A WALK IN THE PARK (TIER I)
A mysterious clue has led you outside of the safety of the city’s walls and into the jungle 
beyond. You have been asked to venture into the jungle and seek out the wisdom of 
some of the native humanoids in the area—perhaps they will be able to shed some light 
on the situation and provide some insight on who is behind it all. Part Two of The Jungle 
Has Fangs Trilogy.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDAL07-05 - WHISPERS IN THE DARK (TIER I)
The temple lay just ahead, and within the answers to a great many questions about 
the recent goings on in Port Nyanzaru. The journey here has been long and arduous and 
hopefully soon at an end. Leave your trepidations at the door; there’s exploring to be 
done! Part Three of The Jungle Has Fangs Trilogy.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 3 hr

DDEP07-01 - PERIL AT THE PORT (TIER I, OVERFLOW) - EPIC
Pirates! Dastardly ne’er-do-wells have been spotted just outside of the harbor! Not 
content with scratching a living off of the rich port city’s scraps, pirates are making 
for the city by land and sea. But Port Nyanzaru is far from defenseless; pick up a 
yklwah, climb aboard a dinosaur, or man the wall; but whatever you do, don’t let those 
rapscallions into the city!
Midwest GameFest’s first Epic. Sign up for a table appropriate to your character’s tier. 
Sign up for the this table only if all of the other tables for your tier are full and waitlist 
here. We may be able to add additional tables if necessary. Please arrive 15 minutes 
prior to event start time for mustering.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDEP07-01 - PERIL AT THE PORT (TIER I, TABLE I) - EPIC
Pirates! Dastardly ne’er-do-wells have been spotted just outside of the harbor! Not 
content with scratching a living off of the rich port city’s scraps, pirates are making 
for the city by land and sea. But Port Nyanzaru is far from defenseless; pick up a 
yklwah, climb aboard a dinosaur, or man the wall; but whatever you do, don’t let those 
rapscallions into the city!
Midwest GameFest’s first Epic. Sign up for a table appropriate to your character’s tier. 
Do not sign up for the overflow table for your tier until the other tables are full. Do not 
waitlist for this table, sign up for the overflow table and waitlist there. We may be able 
to add additional tables if necessary. Please arrive 15 minutes prior to event start time 
for mustering.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDEP07-01 - PERIL AT THE PORT (TIER I, TABLE II) - EPIC
Pirates! Dastardly ne’er-do-wells have been spotted just outside of the harbor! Not 
content with scratching a living off of the rich port city’s scraps, pirates are making 
for the city by land and sea. But Port Nyanzaru is far from defenseless; pick up a 
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yklwah, climb aboard a dinosaur, or man the wall; but whatever you do, don’t let those 
rapscallions into the city!
Midwest GameFest’s first Epic. Sign up for a table appropriate to your character’s tier. 
Do not sign up for the overflow table for your tier until the other tables are full. Do not 
waitlist for this table, sign up for the overflow table and waitlist there. We may be able 
to add additional tables if necessary. Please arrive 15 minutes prior to event start time 
for mustering.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDEP07-01 - PERIL AT THE PORT (TIER I, TABLE III) - EPIC
Pirates! Dastardly ne’er-do-wells have been spotted just outside of the harbor! Not 
content with scratching a living off of the rich port city’s scraps, pirates are making 
for the city by land and sea. But Port Nyanzaru is far from defenseless; pick up a 
yklwah, climb aboard a dinosaur, or man the wall; but whatever you do, don’t let those 
rapscallions into the city!
Midwest GameFest’s first Epic. Sign up for a table appropriate to your character’s tier. 
Do not sign up for the overflow table for your tier until the other tables are full. Do not 
waitlist for this table, sign up for the overflow table and waitlist there. We may be able 
to add additional tables if necessary. Please arrive 15 minutes prior to event start time 
for mustering.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDEP07-01 - PERIL AT THE PORT (TIER II, OVERFLOW) - EPIC
Pirates! Dastardly ne’er-do-wells have been spotted just outside of the harbor! Not 
content with scratching a living off of the rich port city’s scraps, pirates are making 
for the city by land and sea. But Port Nyanzaru is far from defenseless; pick up a 
yklwah, climb aboard a dinosaur, or man the wall; but whatever you do, don’t let those 
rapscallions into the city!
Midwest GameFest’s first Epic. Sign up for a table appropriate to your character’s tier. 
Sign up for the this table only if all of the other tables for your tier are full and waitlist 
here. We may be able to add additional tables if necessary. Please arrive 15 minutes 
prior to event start time for mustering.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDEP07-01 - PERIL AT THE PORT (TIER II, TABLE I) - EPIC
Pirates! Dastardly ne’er-do-wells have been spotted just outside of the harbor! Not 
content with scratching a living off of the rich port city’s scraps, pirates are making 
for the city by land and sea. But Port Nyanzaru is far from defenseless; pick up a 
yklwah, climb aboard a dinosaur, or man the wall; but whatever you do, don’t let those 
rapscallions into the city!
Midwest GameFest’s first Epic. Sign up for a table appropriate to your character’s tier. 
Do not sign up for the overflow table for your tier until the other tables are full. Do not 
waitlist for this table, sign up for the overflow table and waitlist there. We may be able 
to add additional tables if necessary. Please arrive 15 minutes prior to event start time 
for mustering.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDEP07-01 - PERIL AT THE PORT (TIER II, TABLE II) - EPIC
Pirates! Dastardly ne’er-do-wells have been spotted just outside of the harbor! Not 
content with scratching a living off of the rich port city’s scraps, pirates are making 
for the city by land and sea. But Port Nyanzaru is far from defenseless; pick up a 
yklwah, climb aboard a dinosaur, or man the wall; but whatever you do, don’t let those 
rapscallions into the city!
Midwest GameFest’s first Epic. Sign up for a table appropriate to your character’s tier. 
Do not sign up for the overflow table for your tier until the other tables are full. Do not 
waitlist for this table, sign up for the overflow table and waitlist there. We may be able 
to add additional tables if necessary. Please arrive 15 minutes prior to event start time 
for mustering.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDEP07-01 - PERIL AT THE PORT (TIER II, TABLE III) - EPIC
Pirates! Dastardly ne’er-do-wells have been spotted just outside of the harbor! Not 
content with scratching a living off of the rich port city’s scraps, pirates are making 
for the city by land and sea. But Port Nyanzaru is far from defenseless; pick up a 
yklwah, climb aboard a dinosaur, or man the wall; but whatever you do, don’t let those 
rapscallions into the city!
Midwest GameFest’s first Epic. Sign up for a table appropriate to your character’s tier. 
Do not sign up for the overflow table for your tier until the other tables are full. Do not 
waitlist for this table, sign up for the overflow table and waitlist there. We may be able 
to add additional tables if necessary. Please arrive 15 minutes prior to event start time 
for mustering.

Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDEX02-05 - MAYHEM IN THE EARTHSPUR MINES (TIER II)
Riddled with veins of precious ore and gem, the Earthspur Mountains to the west have 
long been a valuable resource for anyone able to mine them. One such mine has gone 
silent and the only thing more concerning than its long overdue shipment is the fate of 
the members of the Soldiery sent to discover what has happened to the mine’s workers. 
Though the mine lay in a region of the Mountains once claimed by a clan of reclusive 
dwarves, the Ludwakazar clan wouldn’t be so bold as to violate their long-standing 
peace with Mulmaster. Or would they? An adventure for 5th-10th level characters.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDEX03-09 - THE WAYDOWN (TIER II)
The recent discovery of an entrance to the Underdark has set local leaders on edge. In a 
display of initiative, the First Lord of Hillsfar has ordered the construction of defensive 
structures surrounding what locals have begun to call “The Waydown.” You have been 
charged with escorting an emissary back to his home in the Underdark without alerting 
the Red Plumes.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDEX03-12 - HILLSFAR RECLAIMED (TIER I)
The time has come to fight back against Hillsfar. Elanil Elassidil tasks you with 
uncovering valuable information to be used in a strike against the leader of Hillsfar, 
First Lord Torin Nomerthal himself. The only problem is that what you need is protected 
within the walls of the city. Part One of Six Knives for Torin Nomerthal. A two-hour 
adventure for 1st-4th level characters.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDEX03-14 - DEATH ON THE WALL (TIER I)
First Lord Torin Nomerthal and several his advisors will be leaving Hillsfar to inspect the 
Wall with only a small contingent of Red Plumes. The chance to strike is now! Part Two 
of Six Knives for Torin Nomerthal. A two-hour adventure for 1st-4th level characters.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDEX03-16 ASSAULT ON MAERIMYDRA (TIER III) - PART 1
The time has come for the brave and the bold to put an end to the machinations of 
Maerimydra’s demonic occupiers and their fiendish fire giant ruler. This will be no mean 
feat; the city is a cesspit of corruption and madness. You will have help, however, as 
an unlikely group of allies have gathered to your side in the Underdark beneath Faerûn. 
Danger, glory, and redemption await those brave enough to seize it. This is an 8-hour 
event covering two slots. You must sign up for parts 1 and 2 to play this adventure.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

DDEX03-16 ASSAULT ON MAERIMYDRA (TIER III) - PART 2
Continuation of Part I after 1 hour break.  Please do not sign up for either part of this 
module if you are not available for both parts.
Host: Randall Harris, All Ages, 4 hr

HEROES OF ROKUGAN

HEROES OF ROKUGAN: MANTLE OF THE JADE CHAMPION
A discovery in the Shadowlands provides opportunities...and dangers to match.
Host: Faye-Marie Mills, Teen (13+), 4 hr

HEROES OF ROKUGAN: OPEN LIBRARY
A chance to play any of the mods in the Champions of the Ivory Throne library
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Host: Faye-Marie Mills, Teen (13+), 4 hr

HEROES OF ROKUGAN: REMOTE TEMPLE
When a common errand becomes anything but, only those with strong hearts and minds 
will endure to see a new dawn.
Host: Faye-Marie Mills, Teen (13+), 4 hr

HEROES OF ROKUGAN: TREACHEROUS SANDS
Sometimes what we look for is not what we find.
Host: Faye-Marie Mills, Teen (13+), 4 hr

ONLINE

A MIRACULOUS TIME
It isn’t just the weather outside that’s frightful!
Now that winter has arrived in full force and the predators of the wild have grown 
desperate, it’s more important than ever that shipments of vital supplies be given proper 
escort – especially around the Midwinter holiday, when such shipments become all the 
more frequent!
A sleepy town on the far side of a mountain range is counting on you to make this 
Midwinter a joyous and healthy one!
Some greedy and cheerless monsters may have other ideas…
Join Praetor’s Rejects as duff563 guides a merry band of 4th Level adventurers through 
the AAW module “A Miraculous Time.”
Host: Jimmy Duffie, Adult (18+), 4 hr

DELVER’S SOCIETY - D&D 5E - GEOQUESTER GAMING
There are things that go bump in the night. Unseen things. Things with a taste for 
blood, flesh, and your immortal soul. In this very special Midwest Gamefest edition of 
the Delvers’ Society dungeon races, five heroes and special guest player Jef (from the 
System Mastery podcast) race through a haunted mine to save the immortal soul of a 
little girl before it can be carted off to Hell!
Tier: 2
Difficulty: Nightmare
Characters: pregenned by the GM
Requires the use of Discord for voice communication (link below) and at least the demo 

(free) version of the Fantasy Grounds virtual tabletop software.
Please Note: This event will be broadcast live on https://www.twitch.tv/geoquester
Host: Jeffrey Quinn, Adult (18+), 4 hr

DEN OF THE ROTTEN KINGS - D&D 5E - FANTASY GROUNDS
For a decade the Rotten Kings have ruled over the lowest level of criminal activities 
in the city. The city’s leadership, fed up with the Rotten Kings’ threats and criminal 
activities have hired you and your fellow adventurers to quietly infiltrate the thieves’ den 
and root them out before they can ruin the city’s water supply. Will you make it in time 
. . . ?
Host: GM BABOONSKI, Adult (18+), 4 hr

SUMMONER’S REMORSE - D&D 5E
The ruins of a temple are located in a nearby forest. Long ago abandoned by its original 
priests, an evil cult of sorcerers has taken up residence and begun kidnapping denizens 
from nearby villages. Local authorities are desperate for assistance and offering a 5,000 
gp reward to thwart the cult’s nefarious activities.
**Players:** Any skill level welcome!
Host: Xellehcar, Adult (18+), 4 hr

THE CAPTIVE OF TARTUGA - A PIRATE LOVE STORY
The Captive of Tortuga is a 3.5 D&D variant adventure featuring six famous pirates and 
their night of adventure on the island of Tortuga.  The evening starts at the famous “12 
Daggers” tavern.  From there adventure and excitement abound!
The Blackmoor Society is an affiliation of players and gamemasters who play RPGs at 
conventions (virtual or in-house). Players of all knowledge and experience levels are 
WELCOME to join our tables! 
On Discord: https://discord.gg/ZTdXyvh
On Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/TheBlackMoorSocietyPlayersGuild/
On Twitter: https://twitter.com/LootBlackmoor
On Twitch: https://go.twitch.tv/BlackmoorSociety
Host: Gary Schwartz, Adult (18+), 4 hr
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PATHFINDER SOCIETY

PATHFINDER 6-10 THE WOUNDED WISP
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1–2.
More than 400 years have transpired since the Pathfinder Society began in a humble 
tavern that has quietly weathered the centuries without incident. When a routine errand 
there uncovers a clue left behind by one of the founding Pathfinders, it’s up to the PCs 
to solve a puzzle whose pieces are scattered across Absalom—and whose prize dates 
back to the Society’s darkest years.
“The Wounded Wisp” is an evergreen, replayable scenario designed to help introduce 
players to the history of the Pathfinder Society and Absalom’s greatest sites.
Written by Thurston Hillman.
Host: Matthew Budney, All Ages, 4 hr

PATHFINDER 7-01 BETWEEN THE LINES
Rival explorers have beaten the Pathfinders to a valuable site in Katapesh, but 
fortunately most of the riches—including the obscure text the Society sought in the 
first place—have ended up in the capitol’s extensive bazaars. What is at first a routine 
shopping trip spirals out of control as the PCs uncover the writing’s secret past—and 
secret messages.
Alternate scenarios will be available to play if the table needs a different one due to PFS 
restrictions.
For character levels 1-5
Host: Ryan Wells, All Ages, 4 hr

PATHFINDER 7-02 SIX SECONDS TO MIDNIGHT
A strange confluence of circumstances leaves the researchers of Uringen understaffed 
and in need of able-bodied assistants. Conveniently, recent Pathfinder Society 
experiments call for a rare reagent found only in that area, and the two organizations 
have negotiated a mutually beneficial deal. Can the PCs reach the secluded settlement 
in time to witness this extraordinary event-and handle the phenomenon’s aftermath?
Alternate scenarios will be available to play if the table needs a different one due to PFS 
restrictions.
For character levels 3-7
Host: Ryan Wells, All Ages, 4 hr

PATHFINDER 7-03 THE BRONZE HOUSE REPRISAL
A recent assault on the Pathfinder Society has renewed hostilities with the Aspis 
Consortium, and clues left behind point to one of its masterminds: the gold agent 
Maiveer Sloan. By infiltrating one of the Consortium’s artifact-smuggling operations, the 
PCs can sabotage their rivals’ criminal operations and send a clear message: No attack 
will go unanswered.
Alternate scenarios will be available to play if the table needs a different one due to PFS 
restrictions.
For character levels 5-9
Host: Ryan Wells, All Ages, 4 hr

PATHFINDER 7-05 SCHOOL OF SPIRITS
Seven years ago, Pathfinders entered Absalom’s shattered Precipice Quarter in pursuit 
of a ruby ring but also rescued a strange survivor. She has since grown to adulthood and 
exhibited a rebellious spirit connected to the ruined school where the Pathfinders found 
her. The woman’s family has contacted the Society, hoping that its agents can escort her 
back to the haunted site and unravel the Drownyard’s relentless mysteries.
Alternate scenarios will be available to play if the table needs a different one due to PFS 
restrictions.
For character levels 1-5

Host: Ryan Wells, All Ages, 4 hr

PATHFINDER 7-06 THE LOST LEGACY
When a samsaran dies, he is reborn again with few memories of his past lives. The 
cycle continues until he has earned a righteous place in the afterlife. After years of 
service and lifetimes of accomplishment, Venture-Captain Baktennears the end of his 
noble existence and has begun investigating his past lives as a means of understanding 
Tian Xia’srich history. However, he cannot complete his research alone, and only with the 
PCs’ assistance can they decipher the region’s past.
Alternate scenarios will be available to play if the table needs a different one due to PFS 
restrictions.
For character levels 3-7
Host: Ryan Wells, All Ages, 4 hr

PATHFINDER 7-10 THE CONSORTIUM COMPACT
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1-2.
The Aspis Consortium pays well, but few can stand its underhanded tactics for long. One 
operative fed up with the Consortium’s practices has contacted the Pathfinder Society 
with a tempting offer: assist her in leaving the organization, and she will supply the 
Society with years of insider intelligence about their longstanding rival. It’s up to the 
PCs to navigate Diobel—a proud town run by cutthroat smugglers—earn the defector’s 
trust, and deal a telling blow to their Aspis foes.
“The Consortium Compact” is an evergreen, replayable scenario designed to help 
introduce players to the Pathfinder Society, the Isle of Kortos, and one of the Society’s 
longstanding rivals.
Written by Mike Kimmel.
Host: Matthew Budney, All Ages, 4 hr

PATHFINDER 8-99 THE SOLSTICE SCAR
A Pathfinder Society Special designed for levels 1-11.
The world-renowned Blakros Museum has outdone itself, gathering an unrivaled 
collection of relics from the Shining Crusade, a holy coalition that felled the greatest 
lich to threaten Golarion. When trouble befalls the exhibit mere days before its debut, 
the Pathfinders intervene, only to discover that one of the relics is key to averting a far 
greater disaster that has laid in wait for a millennium.
The Solstice Scar is a multi-table interactive adventure in which each group’s actions 
can affect neighboring groups and contribute to the entire room’s success. This is an 
ongoing adventure that will be updated and rereleased incrementally several times each 
season, collectively telling a longer story while also presenting exciting stand-alone 
chapters.
Written by Andrew Hoskins.
Host: Wally Waltner, All Ages, 4 hr

PATHFINDER 9-01 THE COST OF ENLIGHTENMENT
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1-5.
The Qadiran city of Qaharid is famous for its turquoise mines and fine pottery, yet it 
is also the center of worship for the monks of the White Feather. Most recently, the 
cult of Roidira has identified Qaharid as a pilgrimage city, and the once innocuous 
cultists have begun exhibiting truly strange behaviors. Society contacts recognize these 
actions as a sign that the Roidirans have uncovered some extraordinary secret in the 
wilderness nearby, and it fall to the PCs to speak with witnesses and track down the 
cult’s discovery.
Written by Katherine Cross.
Host: Wally Waltner, All Ages, 4 hr

PATHFINDER 9-02 A CASE OF MISSING PERSONS
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 3-7.
When several Andoren officials vanished, the Pathfinders of the Almas lodge were quick 
to lend their aid in investigating the disappearances. It’s since become apparent that the 
officials didn’t leave; they were abducted, and the captors’ trail leads into revolution-
torn Galt. The trail grew cold in Woodsedge, where Venture-Captain Eliza Petulengro 
has gathered a team of agents to renew the investigation. The PCs must rediscover the 
trail, and in the process they’ll uncover a secret that has long plagued the town.
Contents in A Case of Missing Persons also contributes directly to the ongoing storyline 
of the Liberty’s Edge faction.
Written by Alex Greenshields.
Host: Wally Waltner, All Ages, 4 hr

PATHFINDER 9-04 THE UNSEEN INCLUSION
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1-5.
The Thuvian city of Merab has grown steadily over the past decade, and construction 
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teams have uncovered numerous foundations and features dating back to Ancient 
Osirion and the Tekritanin League as they break ground for new buildings. Recently, 
workers accidentally unsealed a haunted ruin, out of which screamed a terrifying 
apparition. The Society has sent the PCs to investigate, not only to learn about the newly 
discovered ruin, but also to put this angry spirit to rest. In the process, the Pathfinders 
will uncover more than part of Thuvia’s past; they’ll unravel a dire secret that even now 
threatens one of the Society’s closest allies.
Contents in The Unseen Inclusion also contribute directly to the ongoing storyline of the 
Scarab Sages faction.
Written by Mike Kimmel.
Host: Seth Brummond, All Ages, 4 hr

PATHFINDER 9-06 THE SHORES OF HEAVEN
A Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1-5.
The Pathfinder Valais Durant has lead a troubled existence, ever since the demon-
worshipping former venture-captain Thurl fused her body with parts from two demons. 
Pathfinder agents destroyed one of the demons, bringing some solace to Valais and 
allowing her to resume a somewhat normal life. However, the remaining demon’s 
essence recently asserted control in an event that could have resulted in great 
bloodshed were it not for Valais’s quick thinking. If the Pathfinders are to restore her 
to her original form, they need help, and the Society has just a contact who can escort 
them into the libraries of Heaven itself to uncover a powerful healing ritual. Navigating 
the customs and laws of Heaven is only the first of the challenges that faces the PCs, 
for they seek to purge demonic forces from Valais without raising the ire of Heaven’s 
inhabitants or risking the fate of her soul.
Host: Wally Waltner, All Ages, 4 hr

PATHFINDER 9-07 SALVATION OF THE SAGES
Pathfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 7-11.
For millennia an order of scholars known as the Jeweled Sages catalogued the wisdom 
and lore of northern Garund’s greatest minds within crystalline artifacts. Though these 
sage jewels have recently resurfaced, so too has the new generation of sages learned 
that something else dwells within besides ancient memories. The entire order gathers 
where the Jeweled Sages truly began in order to confront their hidden past, purge an 
ancient evil that has haunted them for ages, and define the future of the Scarab Sages 
faction.
Contents in Salvation of the Sages also contribute directly to the ongoing storyline of 
the Scarab Sages faction.
Written by Matt Duval.
Host: John Lopez, All Ages, 4 hr

STARFINDER 1-00 CLAIM TO SALVATION
A Starfinder Society Special designed for 4th-level pregenerated characters.
Following the disastrous Scoured Stars Incident, the Starfinder Society fights to remain 
relevant as the rest of the galaxy moves on. With surviving agents stretched to their 
limits, the First Seeker launches a desperate bid to search the false moon of Salvation’s 
End. Will the mission reveal a discovery that can stabilize the Society long enough for 
a new generation of Starfinders to come to the fore? Players use 4th-level versions of 
the Starfinder iconic characters in this debut special event of the Starfinder Society 
Roleplaying Guild.
Written by Larry Wilhelm.
Host: remason4@hotmail.com, All Ages, 4 hr

STARFINDER 1-01 THE COMMENCEMENT
A Starfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1-2.
All Starfinders complete their training by conferring with Guidance—a network of 
uploaded personalities embodying paragons from the Starfinder Society’s history. Before 
receiving the blessing of Guidance, the PCs must meet with and assist critical missions 
on behalf of key leaders of the Society’s leading factions. With the events of the 
Scoured Stars Incident still fresh in everyone’s memory, there’s plenty that needs doing 
to set the Society back on track.
The Commencement is a replayable scenario designed to help introduce players to the 
factions of the Starfinder Society and areas of importance on Absalom Station.
Written by Eleanor Ferron.
Host: remason4@hotmail.com, All Ages, 4 hr

STARFINDER 1-02 FUGITIVE ON THE RED PLANET
A Starfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1-4.
Theft cannot be tolerated, especially when the culprit is a former Starfinder! The PCs 
travel to the red world of Akiton, hot on the heels of a deserting Starfinder who stole 
a magical relic from the vaults of the Lorespire Complex. Things get complicated when 

they discover what should be a dreary town in Akiton’s wastelands is now positively 
jubilant. Could this revelry, not to mention the re-opening of town’s formerly defunct 
mining operations, be related to the wayward Starfinder?
Written by Jim Groves.
Host: Ryan King, All Ages, 4 hr

STARFINDER 1-03 YESTERYEAR’S TRUTH
A Starfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1-4.
A Starfinder expedition’s dusty data from an orbital scan shows signs of active 
technology on a distant, war-ravaged planet. Following up on this old lead, the Society 
dispatches a team of Starfinder to investigate the far-off world. Between making first 
contact and exploring the ruins of a dead civilization, long-buried secrets of the past are 
ripe for discovery.
Content in Yesteryear’s Truth also contributes to the ongoing goals of the Wayfinders 
faction.
Written by Jason Keeley.
Host: remason4@hotmail.com, All Ages, 4 hr

STARFINDER 1-04 CRIES FROM THE DRIFT
A Starfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1-4.
A missing Starfinder ship’s distress signal would have gone unnoticed were it not for a 
passerby detecting it and selling the information to the Society. The PCs are to travel to 
the crippled starship, and once aboard, reach the bridge in order to piece together the 
tragic story of the vessel’s lost crew. Only by unraveling the mysteries of the drifting 
starship can the PCs hope to uncover information critical to the Exo-Guardians future 
operations.
Content in Cries From the Drift also contributes to the ongoing goals of the Exo-
Guardians faction.
Written by Joe Pasini.
Host: Bill Michels, All Ages, 4 hr

STARFINDER 1-05 THE FIRST MANDATE
A Starfinder Society Scenario designed for levels 1-4.
With a new generation of Starfinders already accomplishing great deeds within the 
Pact Worlds and beyond, First Seeker Luwazi Elsebo is ready to announce the Starfinder 
Society’s next initiative that will define her tenure. The PCs attend a gathering at the 
Lorespire Complex to socialize with several visiting dignitaries, each instrumental in the 
Society’s survival following the Scoured Stars Incident. Nothing is as it seems, though, 
and when Radaszam, leader of the Acquisitives faction, uncovers a plot against the First 
Seeker, the PCs need to step in and ensure the Society’s public event doesn’t end in 
disaster!
Content in The First Mandate also contributes to the ongoing goals of the Acquisitives 
and Second Seekers (Luwazi Elsebo) factions. Content in this scenario also contributes 
to the ongoing Year of Scoured Stars storyline
Written by Lyz Liddell.
Host: Seth Brummond, All Ages, 4 hr

STARFINDER SOCIETY QUEST - INTO THE UNKNOWN
A series of five Starfinder Quests designed for 1st-level characters.
When a mysterious visitor comes to Absalom Station selling items belonging to a lost 
Starfinder, the Starfinder Society takes note. The PCs are dispatched to discover out how 
the recent arrival found these items, leading them on a series of quests beyond the Pact 
Worlds and into the stars.
“Into the Unknown” includes five, 1-hour adventures that take the PCs from exploring 
Absalom Station, to partaking in starship combat, to exploring an alien world. The fifth 
adventure in the series provides a stunning conclusion that takes the PC’s previous 
accomplishments into account for a climactic final showdown against an enemy 
starship.
Written by Ron Lundeen.
Host: Ben Orell, All Ages, 4 hr
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SHADOWRUN MISSIONS

CMP 2016-07: WORLD TOUR - MUMBAI
There’s one problem in hiding needles amidst a stack of needles. Everyone is sharp. This 
is a Convention Mission Pack, a special convention-only Missions organized play event. 
Pre-gens available. Beginner and experienced players welcome. Adjustments made to 
the scenario as experience level dictates. Note: If participants have already played this 
scenario we could swap in another.
Host: Daniel B. Cork, Teen (13+), 4 hr

CMP 2016-08: WORLD TOUR - SINGAPORE
There’s one problem in hiding needles amidst a stack of needles. Everyone is sharp. This 
is a Convention Mission Pack, a special convention-only Missions organized play event. 
Pre-gens available. Beginner and experienced players welcome. Adjustments made to 
the scenario as experience level dictates. Note: If participants have already played this 
scenario we could swap in another.
Host: Daniel B. Cork, Teen (13+), 4 hr

SHADOWRUN: CMP 2013-05 DANGEROUS GAMES 1: ROLLING 
THE DICE
The runners are hired to steal a prototype from Ares Arms and delete the associated 
data files from the host. Mrs. Johnson would prefer that no one at the facility is killed. 
This is a Convention Mission Pack, a special convention-only Missions organized play 
event. Pre-gens available. Beginner and experienced players welcome. Adjustments 
made to the scenario as experience level dictates. Note: If participants have already 
played this scenario we could swap in another.
Host: Drew Baughman, Teen (13+), 4 hr

SHADOWRUN: CMP 2013-06 DANGEROUS GAMES 2: DOUBLE 
DOWN
Mr. Johnson hires the runners to recover a drone that was shot down in the mountains 
near Santa Cruz. This is a Convention Mission Pack, a special convention-only Missions 
organized play event. Pre-gens available. Beginner and experienced players welcome. 
Adjustments made to the scenario as experience level dictates. Note: If participants 
have already played this scenario we could swap in another.
Host: Drew Baughman, Teen (13+), 4 hr

SHADOWRUN: CMP 2013-07 DANGEROUS GAMES 3: FULL 
HOUSE
The runners are hired to sabotage a MCT facility before it can come online in a couple of 
days. This is a Convention Mission Pack, a special convention-only Missions organized 
play event. Pre-gens available. Beginner and experienced players welcome. Adjustments 
made to the scenario as experience level dictates. Note: If participants have already 
played this scenario we could swap in another.
Host: Drew Baughman, Teen (13+), 4 hr

SHADOWRUN: CMP 2013-08 DANGEROUS GAMES 4: GOING 
FOR BROKE
The runners are hired to sabotage a MCT facility before it can come online in a couple of 
days. This is a Convention Mission Pack, a special convention-only Missions organized 
play event. Pre-gens available. Beginner and experienced players welcome. Adjustments 
made to the scenario as experience level dictates. Note: If participants have already 
played this scenario we could swap in another.
Host: Drew Baughman, Teen (13+), 4 hr

SMH 2015-01: FRIENDSHIP IS TRAGIC
A herd-gang of centaurs known as the Bronies (yeah, you read that correctly) attack a 

band of Neutral Amish. Simon Andrews offers you cash to sort it all out. This is a special 
Holiday release, outside the normal campaign (SRM) and Convention (CMP) adventure 
blocks, designed to be a little more offbeat. It’s available for both regular SRM/CMP 
campaign characters as well as Prime Runners.
Host: Daniel B. Cork, Teen (13+), 4 hr

SMH 2016-01: UNCONVENTIONAL WAREFARE
The runners are hired to save GameCon from its nefarious rival, DarkestShadowCon. 
This is a special Holiday release, outside the normal campaign (SRM) and Convention 
(CMP) adventure blocks, designed to be a little more offbeat. It’s available for both 
regular SRM/CMP campaign characters as well as Prime Runners.
Host: Daniel B. Cork, Teen (13+), 4 hr

SRM 07-01: THE DECK JOB
Finding the chunk of bleeding-edge tech that Ms. Johnson “lost” isn’t the hard part. 
Taking it back from the kind folks that helped her lose it isn’t the hard part. The hard 
part? Convincing the decker to give it over after he’s gotten a good look at it. An official 
Missions organized play event. Pre-gens available. Beginner and experienced players 
welcome. Adjustments made to the scenario as experience level dictates. Note: If 
participants have already played this scenario we could swap in another.
Host: Brad Kelley, Teen (13+), 4 hr

SRM 07-02: COLLECTIVE ACTION
Truman Techs’ acquisition of the Maker Collective has led to the facility and community 
prospering. Ares is opening a high tech plant nearby to compete with them. Dr. Tate 
turns to the runners for their own brand of competitive advantage. An official Missions 
organized play event. Pre-gens available. Beginner and experienced players welcome. 
Adjustments made to the scenario as experience level dictates. Note: If participants 
have already played this scenario we could swap in another.
Host: Brad Kelley, Teen (13+), 4 hr

SRM 07-03: SPECIAL INVESTIGATION UNIT
Detective Nick Ryder needs your help. Seven months ago a man was found dead in his 
hotel room, investigators are baffled. Can you crack this case before the trail goes cold? 
Based on a true story! An official Missions organized play event. Pre-gens available. 
Beginner and experienced players welcome. Adjustments made to the scenario as 
experience level dictates. Note: If participants have already played this scenario we 
could swap in another.
Host: Brad Kelley, Teen (13+), 4 hr

SRM 07-04: DO NO HARM
Can you ruin a man’s life in ten days? Ms. Johnson needs you to soften him up for 
extraction. The catch? No Killing. No major property damage. No Police. Other than 
that - use your imagination, omae! An official Missions organized play event. Pre-gens 
available. Beginner and experienced players welcome. Adjustments made to the 
scenario as experience level dictates. Note: If participants have already played this 
scenario we could swap in another.
Host: Brad Kelley, Teen (13+), 4 hr

SRM 07-05: A LITTLE WETWORK
Spire Industries has moved goods throughout the CZ for years but Project: Takeback has 
opened the doors for competition… competition that the Spire doesn’t want. An official 
Missions organized play event. Pre-gens available. Beginner and experienced players 
welcome. Adjustments made to the scenario as experience level dictates. Note: If 
participants have already played this scenario we could swap in another.
Host: Brad Kelley, Teen (13+), 4 hr

SRM 07-06: WINDY CITY CHAOS
The number of people going missing has been on the rise this past year, but now an 
entire community has vanished! The runners are hired to find out what is going on and 
put a stop to it once and for all. An official Missions organized play event. Pre-gens 
available. Beginner and experienced players welcome. Adjustments made to the 
scenario as experience level dictates. Note: If participants have already played this 
scenario we could swap in another.
Host: Brad Kelley, Teen (13+), 4 hr
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Join today and help grow the hobby!

FREE Premium Badge Holder

Monthly Game Days
   •  Traveling Game Days at area stores
   •  Second Saturday of each month 
   •  Check site for schedule and location

Discounts at Area Conventions
   •  Borderwars in the Spring
   •  KantCon in the Summer
   •  TsunamiCon in the Fall
   •  Midwest GameFest in the Fall
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SKETCHES, MAPS, 
AND AUTOGRAPHS

MIDWEST GAMEFEST WOULD LIKE TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE SUPPORT AND OFFER 
THANKS TO THE EXHIBITORS, ORGANIZATIONS AND COMPANIES WHO PROVIDED 

FINANCIAL, PRIZE, RAFFLE AND MORAL SUPPORT THIS YEAR. 
WE COULDN’T HAVE DONE IT WITHOUT YOU!

PLATINUM 
SPONSORS

Anthony Plumbing, Heating, Cooling
Cheapass Games

Crypt Monkey Studios
Double Exposure

GOLD SPONSORS
Jeff Porter Illustration

Miniature Market

SILVER SPONSORS
Peculiar Games & Hobbies

Ultra•Pro
Sydney’s Pet Spa

SUPPORTERS
Brotherwise Games
Daily Magic Games

DV Giochi
Roxley Games

Slugfest Games
Stonemaier Games
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Upgrade your gaming experience with
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